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~t>~i ' New York City Transit Authority AndCwa Local 1180
-
}mt!M OF UNDERSTANDING
AGREEMENT made benveen the NEW YORKCITYTRANSIT
AUTHORITY (hereinafter refe:rcd to u the "Trazuit AuthoritY'),the
MANHATTAN AND BRONX SURFACE TRANSIT OPERATING
AUTHORITY(hereinafterreferred to as the I. OperatingAuthority'.) (both of which
hereinafter jointly referred to a.sthe" Authoritiesj andDistrictCouncil 37. Local
1655. Ux.a12627, Local 1407, Loca1154 and ~ 983of the American
Federation o{Sta:e, County and Municipal Employees. (AFCSME). AFL-CIO. and
the Communication Workers of America, Local 1180(hereinaft~ jointly referred
to as the "Unions").
It is mutually agreed that the c:clJectivebargainingagreements between the
Authorities &ndthe Union.! shall be amended as foUows. Allprov;sions in this
memorandum of understanding shaJJ apply to both barpininS groups except where
noted. .
ScctiOD 1. Term or Aln"eem entJ
The term cfthe agreements shall be for 60 months.c.ommencing on July I,
_1994and ~ncludin8 011June 3O. 1999.
. .
SeedOD 2. CounDuation of Terms
All terms and provisions of previous agreemenu applicable to employees
covered by the agreements sl~ill continue except a.smodifiedhy UUsmemorandum
of undersunding andshall be incorporated into the newagreements.
Section3. Welfare Fund
-
Article XI ofbotJI of the agreemeou shall be amended a.s follows:
iL Thecontributionpaid on behaJtor eachfun-timeper annum
employee to eachapplicableweJfare fund shaIlbe increasedby ~lOOetFective July
I, J994.
RECEIVED
OCT2 5 2000
b. Thecontributionpaid on behalfof eachfun-time per annum
employee to each applicable welfare fund shall be rtductdby two hundred dollars
(S2oo) per annum for the period July 1. ~o June 30. ~ 1~ ~ J..1f1~ J9r~ f&' ,~
c. Effective June 1. 1997. the contribution paid on behalf of each full.
time per annum employee to each applicable welfare fund shan be increased by
seventy-five dollars ($75) per annum.
d. Effective September 1. 1998. the contribution paid on behalf of each
full-time per annum employee to each appliuble welfare fund shaH be increased by
NYS PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT seventy-five dollars (S75) per annum. .
RELATIONS BOARD
\ ~b .Q.~~\~\ ee.S
e. Effective January 31, 1999 there shaJl be a two hundred dollar
($200) one.time p~ymentto each Welfare Fund on behalf of uch full-time per
annum employee who is receiving benefiu on 1anuary 31, 1999.
f. The per &Mumcontribution rates paid on behalf of employees
~p~ated &omserviceto a welfarefund which coven suchemployeesand the one-
time lump sum payment (for such employees who are receiving benefits on January
31, 1999) shaHbe adjusted in the same maMet as the pet annum contribution rates
for other employees are adjusted purN&nt to sections <I) through (e) above.
Section4. VICldoD CarrYover
The parties agree that the number of days that may be c:anied over trom one
vacation year to another shall be.increased from fifteen to twenty days. Employees
will not be pennitted to carryover any vacation ICCtUalsin excess of twenty days.
Any employee who fw more than twenty days of vacation at the begiMing of the
vacation year will have those excess vacation days converted to sick leave. It is
understood that this provision applies to the vacation year beg;Ming May I, 1998.
Sectfoa 5. MeaJ/MiJule AJlowaate.S
Eft"ectiv~upo~ fuUand final ratification of this Agreement, the parties agree
to arnend.ArJ~Ie XIV :1~ of the agreements, so that the Authorities win agree
to discuss paying increases in the meal aJJowanc:csand mileage allowances on the
terms and conditions set forth in the citywide collective bargaining agreement.
SectiOD 6. ChlD2es to Basic Hwtb Beaefib
For the tam of this Agreement, the Authorities agree to continue the
provision of Article XI. section (I) aCthe DC 37 Agreement and Article XI, section
(1c)of the CWA Agreement.
SectiOD 7. SborUfe Proced.ure
Effective upon fWland final ratification of this Agreement, the parties agree
to the Shortqe Procedurein the RevenueDivision attachedhereto as Appendix A
SecUOD I.
.- -
Sick Leave Control,
The panies agree that the sick leave control pro~ures that are cWTently in
effect, and are attached hereto as Appendix B, will be continued.
Sectioa,. MaCernitv/Cbndure Leave
The parties agree that Article X, section S.0 or the agreemenu shan be
amended so that the total ,combined confinement and ch.iIdcareleave v.ithout pay
for all but the first instance of such leave for an employee shan be tWenty-four
months.
Sectioa 10. Overtime CAD
Effective upon full and final ratification olthis Agreement, AI1i~JeX.
section 8.1(t) of the agreemenU shaH be amended so that the overtime cap is
increased by the same amount u set forth in the Citywide coUective bargaining
agreement.
Section 11. Domestic Partner Benefit!
Effective upon fUlland final ratification oCWs Agreement, employees
represented by the Unions shall be eligible for health inNrance and bereavement
leave for duly registered domestic partners. In order to be eligible for such
benefit!, the employee must meet City eJigibi1ityrequirements, including
registration with the City Clerk, and must register the domestic partner with the
Authority. Article X. section 4.O(a) of the agreements shall be amended to prov;de
that bereavement leave shaHbe granted for tbe death ofa domestic partner. Article
XI of the agreementJ shaUbe amended to provide for health insurance for a
domestic partner under the same temu u such benefits are provided in the City. It
is expressly understood in this regard that !"1ployees are responsible for declaring
the value of the domesti~ partner health insaance as income under IRS regulations.
Sectioa 11. Semce ia pro.tsioaai Title
Effective upon full and final ratification of tNS Agreement, the partie3 agree
to amend Article ~ otthc agreementSto add t.hefollowinglanguage:
(i) Ifimmediately prior to a pennanent promotion in title, a penn anent
employee has Seried in that promotional title and particular job a~ignment in the
same Jocation on a temporary or provisional basis for a continuous period equal to
or greater than the probationary period Corthat title, the promotee shaH not be
required to serve . probationary period upon Nch promotion.
(ii) If immediately prior to a permanent promotion in utle. a permanent
employee has served in that title and particular job assignment in the same location
on a provisionaJ or temporary b.asis for a continuous period which is less than the
probationary period for that title. the promoteel s probationary period shall be
[edu~ by an amount equal to the time previously served in the provisional or
temporary job assignment immediately preceding the promotion. but in no ca.se
shall such probationaryperiod be reducedby more than nine months; or
(Iii) Itimmediately prior to permanent appointment to a titJ~ an
employee hu served in that title and partiaJlar job wignment in that location on &
provisionalor temporarybasis for a continuousperiodror that title. the employee's
probationary period shall be reduced by an amount equaJto the time previously
served in the provisional or temporary job assignment immediately preceding the
appointment, but in no use shall such probationary period be reduced by more than
nine months.
Sectioa 13. ~
Upon fuIl and final ratification of thisagreement,the Authorities will cca.se
paying night differentials to employeu for any day on which the employee does
not actuallyworleduring the qualified night djlferential period. Qualified night
shift differentiaJhours are for scheduled hours of work between 6 p.m. and 81.m.
with more than one (1) hour of work between 6 p.D\.and I a.m.
Secrioa 1~. MaDey Room ADDoiatmenuJPromotioDS
Upon tWland final ratification orthil Agreement, the parties agree to add
the foUowinglanguageto Article XVI 'of'tScDC 37 Asrcement: .
"Yncumbentlevel I Associate Cashien win receive p~~r~~~~~c.:::' :::.;'0 .
hires for aJllevel II openings. In making the determination. management win
consider Utendance, disciplinary record, and ability to perform the functions
reqUired by the position. tt
-
Sectioa 15. Health Benefit.! for Vested Tier 4 Retirees
The Authorities agree to provide employees ofMTA New York City
Transit who are Nlly vested members or Tier 4 with twenty five (25) years of
credited sesvice in the pension plan as a rauk or having worked for MT A New
. York City Transit Mth basic retiree health insurance benefits upon their reaching
payability under the pension plan.
SectiODl' Y!iversaU-uses
Effective upon fUlland final ratification of the Agreement, the Authorities
.-:-
agee to provide each active member oithe Unions with. Universal Pass. and to
revoke IUslberTA-onJy pass. A schedule for implementing this provision wiJl be
established in consultation with the urUons.
Section 17. LaborlMana1!ement Committees
The panics agree to refer the (ollowing matters to labor/management
committees: .
1)
2)
The establishment ot due process provisions for provisionals with
more than two years- scr.icc.
VDT safety/ergonomics.
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
. 1])
14)
J)
4)
S)
6)
7)
UnreasonAbledenial of annual leave/person&!business or sick leave.
Recoupment Cap.
Telecommuting
Sup~sory duties currently performed by PAAJ not to be
diminishedor performed by other employees.
Auignment Differentials for PAk whoprepare, reconcile. ~rtify.
andlor audit payroU of Authority penoMe1.
ProvisionoCwritten job de5aiptions to each employee.
Out-oC.titJewon:
1991-1994Committees to continue
CitywideDisciplinary procedures
Drug andAlcohol Policy Changes
InvoluDtaryTransfer Procedures
Overtime CAp .
Sectioa 1.. SrlteIF...!deraLLI.
.
To the extent that any of the provisions oCthis agreement require approval
o( or are subject to modification. by federal or state agency pursuant to statute or
regulations issued thereunder. they shall bc_subject to such approval or
modificabOft.
IT IS AGREED BY"-OO BETWEEN 11iE PARTIES mAT ANY PROVISION
OF THIS AGll£EMENT REQtJIRlNG LEG1SLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT
ITS IMPLEMENTAnON BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING
ADDmONAL FUNDS THEREFORE SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE
UNTIL mE APPR.OPRIATELEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
IT IS FURTHER AGREED mAT THE PARTIES WILL 10INTL Y SEEK SUCH
APPROVAL WHERE REQUIRED.
IN wrqasS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands &nd
seals u of the ~"day of Iwl:t. 199&:-
~,\~t1 .
New York. New York
BY;
NEW YO
,~~/
StevenMayo y
Senior Director
Labor Research
"
Negotiations
DISTKIC% COUXCIL 37, AMZKICA8
lPBDBU1:IO& or SU~8, COUltl'Y
AND NUllICIPAL BMPLO~S, AIL-CIO
BY'k sa!::::O~ .
A~Ai.~r.Ulro
IIIBy.
tt~~
. .
APPESDIX A
DC 37 Shoruge Procedure
The parties agree that eifective upon rJll and final ratiilcation of the agreement..
repayment of shoruges shall be processed in accordance with the following t~s.
1. The Controller and the Division of Revenue shall rrWce a good faith effort to rule
out other potential reasons for the shortage before determining that a shoruge is attributable to
the cashier. This provision shall not be subject to the grievance procedure.
2. The detennination tbat shortages are attributable to cashiers shall be made
regularly, but not less frequently than quarterly. Each cashier shall be noti£ed of all single
instance and accumulated shoruges attributable to the cashier during the reporting period.
Determinations of accumulated shortages attributable to a cashier shall not exceed a six month
period. The Division of Revenue agrees to consult with the Union where the Union requests
consul tation.
3. In those cases where the Division of Revenue or the Controller determines that a
cashier is responsible for a single instance or an accumulated shoruge of S50.00 dollars or less
during the reporting period, the cashier shall be liable for the deduction of the s.honage(s) in one
lump sum amount as reimbursement to New York City Transit within a one month period from
the date of notification of the shortage.
4. In those cases where the Division of Revenue or the Controller detennines that a
cashier is responsible for a single instance or an accumulated shortage in ex~ss of S50.00 dollars
or more, the cashier shall be liable for the deduction of the shortage(s) over a period of time to be
mutually determined by the cashier and representatives of the controller and the revenue
department. The Division of Revenue agrees to meet with the Crnon where the Union requests
consultation on the matter of repayment schedules.
S.
to repayment.
ExiSting shoruges as of the date of this agreement shall be waived and not subject
. 6. Not\Vithstanding the foregoing, neither party waives its rights with respect to
discipline as a result of shortages.
APPEND:"X :3
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~at"ch. 16, 1989
Su~et"sedes Memo~d.:1d--= of ~arch ~. :989
~: ALL ~s:PA..~ HEADS,
.
.,
.
Stn!.1!~:
,.
B~ian F~hlin~.r, Assis~ant Vice President~ ;~~
.
Labor ~:st C~ntt"ol prc~~
.A.UISSUX ot:
A.ttencianc8 CQnt~l~ueer and ~lary !alployees R~resenteG
by CC :!1. C'JA~ ~T. aDd ~ose R:= lovees in llon-Re1)~s.ntedT!.~l es
FRO!! :
The text of . !!arch 7. 1983 memor-ane!uaon the above subi eet is
repeated 'belcv a$ ~ rW.nc!e~ ~o a.ll :.ana~er'S :me! coverK employees:
In order tQ ~rov. att.encanc:e, eliminat.e sick leave aWs8 and
esta~lishuniIor::Ut1. ~it,. 1U1d ac=.inist:.tive control tmOn~ career and
salary employees t:.~e follovin& prcceciure has been esubl.-shed: tli
I. ncx: !.~VE
&. An employee havinS' fly. (5) ..,anta iutanC88 of uadoc~ted
sick leave dSl8ftC8 izs 1... thaD ODe year will 'be cOW18e1ed by
bislb.r SU1'e~i:ceo,. at W1U.ch ti:e be/she will be advised and
lAstr.:ctad to UlpC"'Ovehislber sick leave r'ecore. Opaa th8 sixth
wt.mc. of sick lea.. a.b8enc. without doctor's carliflcat!Oft ia
1... the on. T8ar, b./sbe will be plac8cl CG the -C21roDic Sick.
Ust- ~ so notifiedwith a c=pr to hUlb.e~ anioc R81'resentat.ive.
b. An employee havin& a r8e8Dt patt8rD of one oeo tWO cia,. absences,
with lass than ODe ha.1f (1/%' of hialb8r poni1>le .iCk l..ft
balance in ~e bank. Yill be counsel"
""
h.1albar ""erf'isor.
He/She will be aciviseci and instructed to improve his/hee- sickleave
rKord.
.
H./She will be plac~ on the ~c sick L1st...
c. !r-loyees will be 1'.rm.i~ted to. uUli:e on8 day of sick leave
each ~ar' in uniu of On8 hour. Forc~c sicklistpUf1'oses.
~ f~h. ~ix~. mci each subsequent hour of undCC\ZZDefttKuaa~e
sball ead1 be CCnsic!8~ one instance.
.
II. CH!tcnc: stet: LIST
a. jA esaplo,.. wbo is ,lacK OIl the -Chnmic Sick u.st- :wit
provide proof fo~ &11 sick leave ahS8Dces. ~a.ri1.ss of l!ur&ti:n.
Failun to do n will t>e cause tor d.1sciplin&r7' .c~iOG cd loss of
p.Y if t.be ~loree voulc! be normal!)" .ti ~1ec1 to ~....
"c). A4 ~loyee on the .~c Sick List,. vbo nI1'OrU sick, is
IUb~Kt to be e.xudned by a c!octoca fr'Oll.D$enteeCentrol Ot"
investi;at8ii b,. ~8Cia.l In~tors.
c. i llat =wit be lurnish8Ci ~aily to Abs8nt.ee cont.rol of all
..,loyees who are Oft t~e .~Mnic: Sick tJ.st- 3ftd have C"epoc-te<Jsick
'"
,
d. The ~ecord of eacb ~lo1.. on the -Ch~ni~ Siek
~is~" will be revieved .Ye~ six (6) months startin& ~ith
the data t.h8 emplcyee is p lac:e<i on the "Ou-onic Sick
~i$t.- If. aa the six (6) ~nth r~yi.w. the ~loye. h..
two (2) o~ lass sick inst~~ees durin& the p~yiaus six (6)
:onthS hi~/her ~~~ ~ill ~e r~~gYe~. HoveYe~. if his/h~~
sick l.ave r.eor~ ~ecomes poo~ a&ain. ?a~a~~~h I. a=eY~.
will p:aevail.
e. A nat.ie.wi.ll 't>4Is.nt. :'0 a.ll amployees ~ho have been
removed ft"OfA the -01r-aftic Sick List-. with a C01'Y to
his/her Union RepreseDt~tive.
iaTQ~ =.!e
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~:'. Fra:--.k BU:"::5
Ass:. :i~e~:c~ cf
Research & Negc::a::o~5
District Co~ncil 3i, AFSC~, Ar~-CIO
::5 Barc~ay S::ee:
Ne~ York, Ne~ Y::k ::CC7
ie: 1991-1994 Labor Agreement
with DC-37, CSTG and 'CWA
.
:Jear f"!r. Bu~s:
Subject :0 ratification and Board approval of the above-captioned
agree~e~t, this is to confirm that effective July 1, 1993 and continuing fo:'
the term of the agreement, Authority employees covered under the above
agree~ent shall be eligible for the 25 cents mileage allowance and the 7S
ce~ts meal allowL~ce increase negotiated by the City of Ney York and the
District Co,uncil 37 for e~?lcyees in similar titles.
Sincerely,
OCT 2 5 2000
~\:,"\ ,1
.
"" t
Steven Mayo'
Director,
Labor Research
RECEIVED
NYS PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
RELATIONS BOARD
Agreed to:
~
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~ 2A1mID! 0 f U1rn! i..STA1f:JII'G
AGR!!~~ :a~e :e:~een the NEW YORK C::Y !~~S:: AV:EOR!~Y
~:-.e:-e:::a::e: :-efe::-e~ :: as t::e "!RA..'iS:: A~F.OR:::") a.~c: :~e r--r..A!;''':J..!':A.'iAS:
=?:!~: ~~~:ACE :~~S:: O?E?~!ING AUTHORI!Y (~erei~a!:e: refe:re~ :0 as t~e
":?~r:;..:::.(; A~-:-E:'RI:Y") (both of which hereinafter jointly referred to as ::::
"A-":::-.::-:::es") a~d :he DISTRIC! COUNCIL 37, Local i6S5, Local 2627, Loca:
:~~i, ~:=a: :;~, a~= Local 983, and the CIVIL SERV:CE !ECr~!CA1 GUILD, ~OCA:
375, c: :te A=er:can Federation of State, CO~~ty and ~unicipal E~?lcyees,
(A:S:~; A:~-:::, a~c .t~e COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF &~R!CA, LOCAL ::S:,
(:-.e:e:.:-.afte: .:::!".:ly referred to as the "Union").
I: is m~:~al1y agreed that the collective bargai~i~g egree~en:
:e:.e=~ :~e A~:;':::::ES a~d the Union shall be ~ende~ as follows. All
p:ov:s::~s i~ :h1s ~e~orandum of understanding shall apply to all three
ba:gai:::ng grc~ps except ~here noted.
Sectio:. I - l' e :-:
~~e :e~ c: t~e agre~ent sha:l be for 36 mont~s :ro~ July 1,
1991 thrc~gh J~e 30, 1994. .
Section 2. - Continuation of Economic Terms
2. The parties agree that Article XVII (Wages) of the expired
agree!:en:shall be continued in the July 1, 1991 to June 30,
1994 agreecent. It is further agreed that once the terc of :~e
agreement expires, the Authorities shall grant such salary
adjustcents as are granted by the City of Rew York to employees
in the sace titles, so long as neither party puts forth a
demand to negotiate on the issue of vages/s~lary adjustments.
Section 3. - Welfare Fund
Article Xl shall be amended as follows:
Effective October 1, 1990, the Authorities shall con~r1bute :~
a lump su:, to the Union's Health and Security Fund at the rate
of $925 per year per ~ployee.
Effective July 1, 1993, this contribution shall be increase= ~v
SlOO per year per ~ployee.
In addition, effective the date of ratification of this
agree=e~:, ! l~? sum payme~t of S125per employee shall be
~a~e to :~e r.e~lth and Security F~~d.
-Sec:ic~ 4. - ~ual ~e!Ve S~~e~~~e
J..: : : : : ~ ):, C;.-.;"'_ ; ::
..."
s~a:: be =OC:::ec :0 ;~:.::.::
:
E!!ec::~e J~~: :, :99:, the ar~~~: :eav! allowanc! !:~
e~;:::ees s~~jec: :0 this agree=e~: .ith less than four yea~s
of se~v:ce shall accrue as follows:
:ea~s cf Se~~::e
A: :~e begi~~i~g cf :~ei
:i~s: yea: a~c be:::e 0 .
~::e begi::::ing of t::e i:
::~
:c::~:~_ 'I..e2~
Mc~:~~~ Acc~::e:s A:lo""a~ce
days
i
115
work days (3 wee~£
Section 5. - Bol~c!!ys
Ar::::e X, Sec:::~ 5.0(a) s~all be a:ended to incl~de the Da~
afte~ ::.a~~sg:v:~~ And to elicinate Lincoln's Birthday: to
There shall be twelve (12) guaranteed paid holidays per year as
fo:10.s:
, New Year's Day
Dr. Martin Luther King
Washir~ton's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Day after !hL~sgivir4
1 Personal Leave Day
Jr. .s Birthday
Labor Day
Election Day
Veteran' 9 Day
Thanksgi ving Day
Christmas Lay
Section 6.. - Absence Due to In1urv Incurred in the Performance of Official
Duties
Article X, Section 7 shall be amenced as folloys:
!he first paragraph shall be amended as follows:
A. An e:ployee incapacitated from performing any type of
available work as a result of an accidental injury sustained in the course cf
!':.is/here:tlployt:ent..111 be allowed, for such period or periods during such
i~=aya=i:y as the Authorities may determine, a differential payment which
shall be sufficient to comprise, together with any Workers' Compensation
yayable t: hi=/her ~~der t~e previsions of the Workers' Compensation law a~
a~c~~: a::e~ ~axes equal to his/her after tAX vages fer a thirty five (35)
hou: work week (Schedule -A, B, C, D, and F* titles) or a forty (40) hour vork
.eE~. (Sctedule E :::les).
-.
-
~e. sec=~: ;~:a~:a;~
:: :~= ~c~ke:s' ::~?e~sa:i~~ ;a~~e~: g~a~:et ;~~s~a~: to :a~ :2
~--~. :: C~ g~ea:~~ :~a~ :~e a=C~~: t~e e=.;::yee.as receivi~g ;~:or to :~e
: e :-:.::: : ~ :.~ : a ; a c :. ::--, a: t e ~ : ax e s, for a t ~.:.~: y f i ve (" ; :) ~.e~ :-
..., c :-k .w"e e ~'.
~;~::~~: ~, =, :, :, a~~ F- t:::es) or a fe::y (~O) ho~: work ~eek, (Sc~et~:~'
~ ::::es) :~e e=;lcyee s~all ~Ot receive a~y differe~:ialpa~e~ts" !f :~e
!~s~~:e ~:~ ~~::~ ~e:s~e is tc te al:c~e~ ~ay as c:-:&:~al a::i~en:, the
!::c.a~:e s~a:l :e case= ~?on an aoo~~: e~~al to seventy (70) perce~t h:si~::
ea:-~:~gs C~ :~e ca:e ef t~e original accide~: as set fe:-:~ ~erei4.
~~~ :.~s:a~:es fo:- de~:al cf ::ffe:ent:a: are :ecuced as
f :. : :. :
..8
S :
..,
\
-
.
~o di::e:-e~:ial shall be granted:
(2)
( ":j .,.,)
c.:.)
U~:ess the e=;~oyee s~stained a~ accice~tal inj~ry .~:~e
e~gage~ in the pe::c~an:e of his/he: assigned duty fo:
:~e A~:hc:::y and such accidental ir.j~:y was direct ca~se
~! :~e ~;loyee's in:apac~:y fe: work.
.
.& t~e e=rlcyee tests pesitive fe: alcohol, c:ugs o~
controlled substances which testir.g was ~nitiated by the
:nci=ent .hich caused the hare or injurJ to the employee.
If t~e ~~loyee failed to report for any work Within
ti:le .hen directed that they are cedi cally qualifie~ ::
;,e:-fc:-:.
If the e~ployee does not give due notice of the a:c:ce~:
or coes r.:: report tO'the Authority's designated
physician (s) for ex~inat10n or re-ex~inat10n when to~=
to do so. This provision shall not be used to require a~
e~~lcyee to report for examination unreasonable t1:es a~:
fre,'Jency.
The certification of conditions to be met will be reduced to
:~~ s~e :on::::c~s as listed i~ the 1nsta:~:e for de~ial of ~:f~e~e~::a~ as
: :. s : e ~ a : :::
...
E .
Section 7. - Co~ittee!
ievenue
A Labe~/~anagecent Com:ittee shall be establis~ed to add:-ess
the issue of a career path fer Reve~'Je Room e~rloyees and O:~E:
~~~an :-ese~:ces issues .tich ~ay a:ise as a res~lt cf t~e
:=::c=e~:a:ien ef the Auto~ated Fare Ccllec:::~ ~rog:~~.
?~:~:s:~~!: ~~:2~ee~
~ ~~::~ ~~~~~e~e~: :::~~:::eE
s :-.Co :: ': e
~s:a::::~~: :~ C:S:~~~
:~~ ::S~E :~ g:~:~g ;~:~:s::~a:s ~~:~ :~: :~ ---~ ~ea:s C~
sc::~:a:::~: se:v:ce :~ a spec:::: :::le c~e ;:~cess in
:::;:::::~..?:::~~::e=-s. :::.s '''::.:e:s::::: ::-.2.: :~-.:: e~:a:::is:-_~.~~,-_
:: s~:~ a ce~:::ee is net in:e~ced in a~y .ay to off~:
;:: ~
': : s : c ~ ale ~ p 1 0 y e e s : :.g ~.
':S .~ : e: See t :.:::-: ~ 5 0: : :-.e C:.':::
~e:-~:::e~a~ c: t~e ar~:.::a::c~ ;:ccec~:es c~ :~is ccl:e:::~e
:a=-ga:.~:~~ ag:e~me~:. :he par::es agree te cevelep a~
a::E~.c::~e ~e:~~~is= c: ;:ocec~:e fc: ~:ov:s:c:-:a:sg::ev:.~~
~~s::;::~a~y ac:~c~s.
Vol'~:~~ Ins~:aDce
;.. :. a :: :: :-,
~ a:-.age ~ E~.: : ::=-~.:. : :. e e s :-.a :: :, e e s :
a:' :. :. s :-.e d t c d i s c:'.JSS
".:: :
'':. : E ~: : :-. s ''; =-a ~ :: e :: :-.~ :: x- c :: a g =-e e =.e:1 ': s fer e::.; :. aye e s
:-e ;: :-e S E~.: e:. ::; ~:-.e '_.:-.:.::-..
\~
A :'a::c:-,~a.;~!.ge::.e:-:t C~~'::':e~ s~a:: b~ ~s:ab:':.sr.ed to address
:te safe ~se of V:d~o Display 7e~i~als.
P~rson=:el
A Laber/ML~ag~=~~: Coc=i::~e sha~l be established to discuss
L~d ide~:::y NYC7A e:;loyees i~ titles other than those
:~~resen~ed by the Union who are performing bargaining unit
.a:~. ~.~ intent of t~is review shall be to d~termine if
re~rese~:4:~on by a ~1t within the Union is appropriat~ for
any such employee because their work is essentially th~ same as
that pe:fe~ed by other NYCTA employees represented by the
Uni C:-'..
::s;~:es arisi~ au: cf this ?~ocess sha:l ~ot be subject to
the aispu:e resolution procedures of this collective bargai~:.~g
ag:e~=~n:. 7h~ parties agr~e tc .ark C~: an al:er-:.a:1ve
p~ccec~:e for resolving disputes arisi~ out of this co~.ittee.
DisciDlinary Procedures
A Labor/~Ar.agement Coccittee shall be established to discuss
th~ iss~~ cf fin~s i~ lie~ cf sus~e~sic~ fer e~;:oye~s sub:e::
to :~s::;:inary pena::ies.
~e:~ C4st:.i~
A Labc~/Ma~age=en~ Co~ittee shall be established to discuss
:~ecx cast:.~gse:vi:es and c~e::K:ast:~g ti~e fer e~~lcyees
:e;:-esen:ed ~y :~e l~:c~.
-Sec:.ion 8. - Be!le!i~s .fo~ A~1Ilistrat1ve :~tles
( a)
r\..'\ ow,.
( c )
(C:)
D~:i~g t~e te~ cf ~his Ag~ee=e~~ i~c~:e~:s :~ tte :.::.les
Ac.::::-.:s::-&::o;e E:-.6i::ee:-, Administrative Architect an::
;o~"::~.:st:-ative Project Coordinators as 0: <:/::./~;' s::a~l retc:.:~..
.~Q fc~lo.:~g ~anage:ial benefits.
(a ::
("=)
~a::ager:al Hea1t~ Benef:~
Ma~agerial Ie~inal Leave
~aneger:alAnr.~el Leave Carryover(c)
E:!e~~:ve J~ly 1, 1993, all other incumbents in the titles
Administrative Engineer, Administrative Architect,
A~:~:s:~at:.e F~:ject Coordinator and Ad:i~istrative Transi:
Ma~age:e~t A:.alY~:'shall be e~titled to the health benefits,
te~:~al :eave and annual leave ca~ryove~ negc:1ated between
:~e A~:.~~r~:ies and the Union.
,
E~~2cyees procot1ng to represented A~inistrative titles shal:
receive an advance=ent increase of $2000 or the minimum of the
Administrative title, whichever is higher.
Effective July 1, 1993, Associate Transit Management Analysts
represented by the Union shall be entitled to the health
benefi:.s, ter:i~al leave and &nnual leave carryover negotiate~
between the Authorities and the Union.
(a)
Section 9. - Random Alcobol and D~ Te8ti~
(0)
The Union agrees that the Drug and Alcohol pr~v1sions in the
existi~~ agreement will be amended to include Random Drug
Testing provisions for titles deemed to be Safety Sensitive.
The Union agrees that the Authorities may use an alcohol
testing intoximeter as part of its initial screening for
ecployee alcohol use.
Section 10. -Ti.ekee~in1 Differential
The parties agree to establish a timekeepe~ payroll
differential. Such differential shall not exceed that paid by
the City of New York to e~ployees in the same titles and sha~~
not be in conjunction with any other timekeepingdifferential
paid by the Authorities.
Section 11. -Disabled ~DloYees
!he parties agree to make any modifications to their collec:':~e
ba~gaining agre~ent as ~ay be necessary to comply with any
re~e~al law affect:~g the re~ui~e=ents for accocodating tte
c::sc:.:~e':'.
:e~:::.~
~.., fl~:t:e S~~d~~ Acc~~:s
:;.e A~:~:~:::es ag~ee ~~ c::e~ :: ~e~~es~~:~: e~;::yees, as
so:~ as ;:ac::cat:e, Mec::a: Spe~~ing a~d/or Depe~tent Care
A::a~~: as def:~e~ ~ce~ Sec:::~ ::5 c: :~e !?S :::e.
Sectio~ 13. - Side Letters
Sectic1114.-
See t: O~1 15.-
See t i O~: 16.-
:0: :~e :e~ of tt:s Agre~ent, ~he ite~s set fort~ in t~€
:e::e~s c: ~derstanci~ appended hereto shall have the 9a~e
~:::e ~~: e~:e:: as :f contained i~ the cont:ac:.
Art:cle X, Section 2.4 shall be amended to alloy f~r the
ca::yove: cf up to :S cays of ~~ual leave fro= o~e vacat::~
yea: :0 :~e s~c:ee~:~g vacation year.
~.:s a~:ee=e;.: :s s~b~e:: t: rati~~cati:~ by the ~:arc of the
:-:a::s:: ;..~::.:=-:;,': y a~~ ty :ner.De r s 0 f the t.::-..ion.
~.:s ag:ee=e~: sha~: continue in effect through J~~e 3C, 199~.
~eg:t:at::ns fer a ney contract sha~: begin no ear::er tha~
Ja.Jlua:--'Y, :994.
~~-
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Agreement made as of the 1st day of July, l!II (1985), by and
between the NEWYORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY(hereinafter referred to as the
"AUTHORITY")and the Communications Workers of America, Local 1180
(hereinafter referred to as the "URIOH").
ARTICLE I. DECLARATION OF PURPOSE.
The Authority and the Union, in signing this Agreement, are governed
by their mutual desires and obligations:
(a> To assure to the people of the City of Rew York efficient,
economical, safe and dependable transportation service;
(b) . To provide employees of the Authority covered by this
Agreement with wages, hours, working conditions and grievance procedures; and
(c) To protect the interest of the public through a definite
understanding of the respective rights, duties, privileges, responsibilities,
and obligations of the Authority, the employees and the Union.
ARTICLE II. RECOGNITION.
The Authority recognizes the Union as the exclusive bargaining
representative and the exclusive representative for the presenting and
processing of employee grievances of all employees of the Authority in the
title of Principal Administrative Associate (Levels II and III) or predecessor
titles, except those who have been determined' managerial/confidential as
defined in Section 201.7 of the New York Civil Service Law.*
ARTICLE III. tWt\GEMENT RIGHTS.
Without limitation upon the exercise of any of its statutory powers
or responsibilities, the Authority shall have the unquestioned right to
exercise all normally accepted management prerogatives, including the right to
fix operating and personnel schedules, impose layoffs, determine work loads,
arrange tranfers, order new work assignments, and issue any'other directive
intended to carry out its managerial responsibility to conduct the business of
the Authority safely, efficiently and economically.
ARTICLE IV. RECIPROCAL OBLIGATIONS.
The Union fully accepts the Authority's basic right to manage the
transit properties and exercise the management prerogatives stated in Article
III, and in the law loverning the Authority, and agrees to cooperate with the
Authority in a joint effort to. place and keep the transit system on a safe,
efficient, economical operating basis. The Authority recognizes that in the
exercise of its rights and prerogatives t..) manage the tran:1it properties, as
set forth in Article III above and in this Article, it wil~ preserve the
rights of the employees and/or their representatives through the lelal and
orderly processes provided for in Article VI tiereof.
* Hereinafter, all references to "employee" or "employees" ahall
apply only to such employee or employees represented by the Union.
.-, -
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ARTICLE V. UNION SECUiITY.
The Authority agrees to honor voluntary authorizations for the deduction
of Union membership dues 8ubmitted by the Union subject to the terms and
conditions set forth in resolutions of the Authority adopted June 10, 1948,
January 19, 1960 and November 10, 1960.
ARTICLE VI. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND IMPARTIAL ARBITRATION.
1. A "Grievance" i8 hereby defined to be a written complaint on the part
of any employee covered by this Aareement, or a aroup of such employees, that
there has been, on the part of aanaaement, non-compliance with, or a
misinterpretation or misapplication of any of the provisions of this Aareement
or an:y workina condition, rule, or resolution of the Transit Authority
aover.Qing or affectina its employees, or a claimed assignment of an employee
to duties substantially different from those stated in his or her job
specification.
2. Grievances of employees covered by this collective baraainina
agreement shall be processed and settled in the following manner:
STEP I.
~1Y employee, personally or through the Union, may present a arievance in
writing to his/her immediate supervisor at any time within thirty (30) working
days ~ifter the occurrence of the event complained of, and may discuss the
grievance with such supervisor, but only one representative of the Union shall
be permitted to be present at this discussion. The supervisor to whom the
employee makes his/her complaint ahall communicate his/her decision to the
employee and to the Union, if he/she has been represented by the Union, within
forty--eight (48) hours after receiving the complaint.
STEP ~~.
At any time within three (3) days after the decision at Step I is made,
the e~~ployee, personally or through his/her Union Representative, may appeal
from that decision to the head of the department in which the grievance
arose. Such appeal shall be in vritina, and shall be heard by the head of the
department within five (5) days after the receipt of the appeal. Notice of
the h4~aring shall be given to the employee and to the Union, if he/she is
repre:;ented by the Union, and he/she and/or his/her Union Representative shall
be allowed to attend and be heard. The Department Head shall, within (5) days
after the hearina. deliver a written decision to the employee and hislher
Union Representative and shall file a copy thereof with the Authority's
Department of Labor Relationa.
~1ere three (3) or more employees in one Department have a 8imilar
griev.~ce, they individually or throuah the Union. may in the first instance,
witho1Jt invoking Step 1, present such group grievance to the Department Bead,
who shall order an informal hearing and render histher decision within
forty-eight (48) hours.
- -
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STEP 3.
The aggrieved employee or hiather Union Representative may, at any time
within five (5) days after the filing and mailing of said decision, appeal
from the decision of the Department Bead to a committee of officers or
Representatives ~f the Authority designated by it to hear Step 3 appeals.
Such appeal shall be in writing and shall be delivered to the DeDutv
(Assistant) Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution accompanied by a copy
of the decision of the Department Bead and a brief written statement of the
reason for the appeal from that deciaion. Said Committee designated to hear
Step 3 appeals ahall conduct a hearing on auch appeal on notice to the
aggrieved employee and/or hiather Union Representative, giving him/her an
opportunity to attend and said employee ahall have the right to be heard
personally or through his/her Onion Representative. Said hearing shall be
scheduled within thirty (30) working days fOllowing such appeal. Said
Committee shall file its w~itten decision with the Secretary who shall mail a
copy thereof to the aggrieved employee andhis/her Union Representative, if
any, wit~in ten (10) days after the close of the hearings.
Said Committee may, at any time, on its own motion, review any decision at
Steps 1 and 2, and may overrule or modify said decision after first giving the
employee or employees who are affected thereby and his/her or their Union
Representative an opportunity to be heard. Within ten (10) days after the
close of the hearing, the written decision of the Committee, whether it be to
sustain or to overrule, or modify such decision made at any lower step in the
procedure, shall be mailed to the employee and/or his/her Union Representative.
The Authority shall maintain a Department of Labor Relations to promote
the efficient and expeditious processing of grievances and uniformity of
interpretation and application of contract provisions and working rules to
keep grievances to a minimum and to promote harmonious labor and management
relations. The head of the Department of Labor Relations shall be a member of
the Step 3 Committee of the Authority.
In any case wh~re the decision on a grievance, filed and presented by an
employee individuallY, would affect other employ~es or would involve a basic
interpretation or applicationof the provisionsof this Agreement or of any
working condition, rule or resolution, the Union shall be given notice and its
representative shall be permitted to attend and be heard at each step in the
grievance procedure.
..
Neither the Union nor any employee in a title covered by this Agreement,
shall institute any suit of law or in equity against the Authority without
first exhausting the remedies made available in this Agreement.
IMPARTIAL ARBITRATION
Only "arbitrable issues" shall be subject to the arbitrhtion procedure Sft
forth herein.
An arbitrable issue is defined to be a complaint on the part of any
employee covered by this Agreement, or a group of such employees, that there
has been, on the part of management, non-compliance with, or a
.. . ... . ..
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misinterpretationor misapplicati.)n of any of the provisions of this A,reement
or any written working condition, rule, or resolution of the Authority
&oven1ing or affecting its employees or a claimed assignment of an employee to
dutie:s substantially different from those atated in his or her job
specification.
Should the Union, on behalf of an employee or a group of employees with a
specific grievance, not be satisfied with the Step 3 decision, it may file
with 'the Impartial Arbitrator, at any time within fifteen (15) days after said
decis:Lon has been made at Step 3, a demand that the Impartial Arbitrator live
his/her opinion and make his/her determination with respect to the ..id
Irievance or complaint. Within twenty (20) days after the decision at Step 3,
the ~1ion shall file with the Impartial Arbitrator a full statement as to the
nature of the grievance and complaint, tOlether with a copy of the deci.ion
therec)n at Step 3 of the Irievance procedure. The Authority may also .ubmit
to tht! Impartial Arbitrator, for hialher opinion. and dete~ination, ariy
complaint arising solely out of the interpretation, application, breach or
claim of breach of the provisions of this Agreement. The Impartial Arbitrator
ahall fix a date for the hearing on at least five (5) days notice to the
Authority and to the Union at which the Union representative and the
repre:;entative of the Authority, shall be on hand to present both sides of the
controversy. At the request of the Impartial Arbitrator, such witnesses,
records and other documentary evidence as may be required shall be produced.
The Ilopartial Arbitrator shall mail a copy of his/her opinion to the DeDutv
(Aaaistant)Vice President, Labor Disputes Resolution and to the Union within
five (5) days after the close of the hearing before him/her. The
determination of the Impartial Arbitrator upon matters within his/her
jurisdiction submitted to him/her under and pursuant to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement shall be final and binding upon both parties.
TIle Impartial Arbitrator ahall be designated by Agreement between the
parties to serve at the will of the parties.
TIle Impartial Arbitrator shall be paid reasonable compensation for his/her
servic:es. One-half of the cost of the arbitration will be borne by the
Translt Authority and the other half by the Union.
TIle Impartial Arbitrator shall not have the authority to render any
opini()n or make any recommendations:
(:~) inconsistent with or contrary to the provisions of the applicable
Civil Service Laws and Regulationsj
(:!) limiting or interfering in any way with the statutory powers, duties,
and responsibilities of the Authority in operating, controlling, and directing
the maintenance and operation of the transit facilities, or with the
Autho]~ity's managerial responsibility to run the transit lines safely,
effic:let.tly and economically;
'(:3) with respect to modification of any wage rates; or
(4~) with respect to any disciplinary action or determination of unfitness
of an~' employee to perform his/her duties taken or proposed to be taken by the
Authority pursuant of Section 75 of the Civil Service Law or the Authority'.
own resolutions applicable to disciplinary action or the fitness of employees
to pe]~fo~ their duties.
....-
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In computing the time which any action 8Ust be taken under the foregoing
grievance procedure, Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays.shall not be counted.
The time limitations provided in this Article shall be strictly adhered to
by the employees, by the Union, and by the Authority. A grievance may be
denied at any level because of failure to adhere to the time limitatioDB. In
exceptional cases, however, and for good cause shown, the time limitations may
be waived and a decision made on the merits. It is the understandin2 of the
narties that the time limits will be. strictly enforced notwlthstandlna Dast
enforcement. It is agreed, however, that neither the filing of any complaint
nor the pendency of any grievance, as provided in this Article, ahall prevent,
delay, obstruct, or interfere with the right of the Authority to take the
action complained of, .subject, of course, to the final disposition of the
complaint or grievance as provided for herein. Bach of the ateps in thia
grievance procedure, as well as time ltmits prescribed at each step of the
&rievance procedure, may be waived by mutual aareement of the parties. The
Union and/or employee may appeal to the next step when management does not act
on an appeal or render a decision following a hearing on a t~ely basis.
For all grievances alleging an assignment of an employee to duties
substantially different from those stated in his/her job specification, no
monetary award shall in any event cover any period prior to the date of the
filing of the Step 1 grievance unless such grievance has been filed within
thirty (30) days of the assignment to the alleged out-of-title work.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Article, all grievances at any
level alleging an assignment of an employee to duties substantially different
from those stated in his/her job title, shall be in writing.
Nothing contained in this Article or elsewhere in this Agreement shall be
construed to deprive any individual employee, or employees, from presenting and
processing his/her or their own grievances through the procedures provided in
this Article, nor deny to any employee .his/her rights under Section 15 of the
New York Civil Rights Law or under applicable civil service laws and
regulations.
ARTICLE VII. LAYOFFS.
1. No layoffs shall be made except in accordance with the Financial
Emergency Act for'the City of New York as amended and/or Civil Service Law.
This Section shall not be subject to the grievance procedure or arbitration.
2. Where layoffs are scheduled, the following procedure shall be used:
(a) Notice shall be provided to the appropriate Union not less than
30 days before the effective dates of such projected layoffs.
(b) Within such 30-day period, the designated representative of the
limployer will me(~t and confer with the designated representatives of the
appropriate Union with the objective of considerina feasible alternatives to
all or part of such scheduled layoffs, includi~ but not limited to <a) the
transfer of employees to other agencies with retraining, if necessary,
consistent with Civil Service Law but without regard to Civil Service title,
(b) the use of Federal and State funds whenever possible to retain or reemploy
employees scheduled for layoff, (c) the elimination or reduction of
------
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the U10unt of work contracted out to independent contractors and (d)
encouJ.ag~ment of early rettrem~t and expediting of the processing of
retlrt~ent applications. The Irievance and arbitration procedure aball be
available under this paragraph only on tbe issue of whether the employer
compIled with the requirement of thia Section to notify tbe union and to aeet
and ccmfer as required.
(c) When a layoff occurs, the Employer ahall provide to the
appropriate bargaining representative a list of employees who are on a
preferred list with the orilinal date of appointment utilized for the purpose
of suc:h layoff.
(d) A laid off employee who is returned to service in the employee's
former- title or in a comparable title from a preferred list, ahall receive the
basic salary rate that would have been received by the employee had the
employee never been laid off, up to a maximum of two (2) years of general
salary increases.
ARTICLE VIII. REASSIGNMENTS OR TRANSFERS.
1. DEFINITIONS:
(8) Transfer - the shifting within title and level of an employee from one
locale to another without any significant change in duties, responsibilities.
and/or remuneration.
(b) Reassignment - the shifting within title and level of an employee from
one department to another department without change of locale or the shifting
of an employee where there is significant change in duties, responsibilities.
and/or remuneration. Movement between levels of a broadbanded title shall not
be considered a reassignment for the purpose of this Article.
(c) Seniority - date of entry into the title and level in the employ of
the Authority, whether by appointment, promotion or transfer. Customary usage
concerning breaks in aervice and other factors shall govern.
(d) Work Unit - all employees within physical location who are in the
title and level and department thereof from which the transfer is to be made.
(e) Specialized Skills - ability to perform functions such as EDP.
accounting. payroll. legal or medical functions.
(f) Locale - eacb physical location will be a separate locale except for
the downtown Brooklyn area.
(I) ~eor&anization - the restructuring of the work of a department or
unit. thereof, so that 10S or aore of the employees in the unit become excess
and must be tranaferred/reasaianed. In Departmenta or unita, thereof, which
hav~ more than 10, but leas than 20 employees; a min~ of two (2) employees
must be declared excess in order to be considered a reorganization. In
departments or units, thereof, which have less than 10 employees, a minimum of
two (2) employees must be declared excess or have their duties aubstantially
changed in order to be considered a reorlanization.
- -
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2. VOLUNTARY REASSIGNMENTS OR TRANSFERS
When a voluntary reassignment or transfer is to be made and except vh~re
specialized skills are required the following procedure shall apply:
(a) The Authority shall maintain a voluntary reassignment/transfer list of
all requests by employees for reassignment/transfer within the Authority.
(b) Each such request shall be in writing to the Manager of Personnel with
copies to the Department to which the employee is assigned and the Union. The
request shall specify the locale and/or department to which the employee
requests reassignment/transfer. Bo more than two (2) requests may be on file
at any one time. Requests may be made only after one (1) year of service in
the employee's current title but the reassianment/transfer request will not be
considered for action until the employee has served two (2) years in title.
(c) Reassignments/transfers shall be made in chronological order based on
the date that the reassianment/transfer request was submitted.
(d) An employee cannot request another reassignment/transferfor a one
year period after being reassigned/transferred. The actual
reassignment/transfer, however, will not be considered for action until two (2)
years following the reassignment/transfer.
(e) Requests for reassignments/transfers shall be acted upon before
involuntary reassignments/transfers, appointments from open competitive lists,
or provisional appointments are made except if such appointment is to fill a
temporary vacancy. In the event that more than one person will be
reassigned/transferred from a unit or a department, the second or subsequent
reassignments/transfers shall Dot be effectuated until the replacements for the
previously reassigned/transferred employees have been trained. The training
period may b~ up to 3 months.
.
Under no circumstances shall this transfer policy interfere with the
efficient and economical operation of a department.
3. INVOLUNTARY REASSIGNMENTS
Nothing in this policy shall restrict the right of the Authority to
reassign employees as needed.
There will be no reassignments of personnel within the units certified as a
means of penalty, nor shall there be any reassignments in an arbitrary or
capricious manner. This clause, however, shall Dot interfere with the
Authority's managerial right to shift employees for the improvement or
efficiency of the Authority's operations or in order to provide a more
ha~ODious working arrangement among employees.
4. INVOLUNTARY TRANSFERS
When an involuntary transfer or transfers are to be made and except where
specializedskills are required,the followingtransferprocedures shall apply:
(a> With the approval of the Department Bead, volunteers within title and
level in work unit, in seniority order.
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(b) Non-volunteers on the basis of inverse order of seniority.
(c) Special consideration shall be liven to hardship cases, which shall
be defined as transfer to a location which results in serious personal and/or
medical problems.
(d) This policy shall not apply to reorganizations of departments.
(e) Except in emergency situations, every feasible effort will be made to
give an employee two weeks notice of an impending transfer.
Involuntary transfers or reassignments from one department to another made
necessary by the abolition of a function shall be made in inverse seniority
order providing special skills are not required for the new position.
5. fROMOTION LISTS
T~e Authority and the Union will cooperate in 8eeking necessary changes in
curre:l'lt Civil Service policies regarding the following:
5.0. Employees who are on promotion lists and are voluntarily
reassigned/transferred from one department to another shall have their names
transferred to the bottom of the list for their new department.
5.1. Employees who are on promotional lists and are involuntarily
reass:lgned/transferred from one depar':ment to another:
(a) shall have their names transferred to the list of their new
department provided the same or comparable examination was given to establish
the I:Lst in both departments. Their place on the new list shall be based upon
their final adjusted mark on the examination.
(1») shall have their names transferred to the bottom ~f the list of their
new dE~partment if they did not take the same or comparable examination.
(c:) shall, if a list does not exist for the department to which they are
reassigned/transferred, have their names transferred to a newly established
list.
When an employee is placed on the list for his/her new department, he/she
shall be taken off the list of the department from which he/she has been
reassigned/transferred.
ARTICLE IX. HOURS OF WORK.
11Le regular schedule of working hours for all employees covered by this
AgreeUlent shall be seven (7) hours daily. All shortened work day schedules
sLal1 begin on the same day as Rew York City Mayoral Agencies and terminate
each year on Labor DaJ. No ahortened work day ahall be Iranted to any
employee until the employee has completed one year of service.
At: all times throughout the year all necessary operations must be
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adequatelymanned. In cases where it is Dot possible, because of the needs
of the service. to release an employee, such employee shall be required to
work overtime and shall be compensated in accordance with the provisions of
Article X, Section 8.1.
ARTICLE X. LEAVE REGULATIONS.
1. Applicability of Regulations.
1.0 The rules and regulations contained herein ahall apply to all
employees of the Authority in titles covered by this Aareement.
2. Annual Leave Allowance.
2.0 A combined vacatioD, personal business and religious holiday leave
allowance shall be established, which ahall be known as "Annual Leave
Allowanc~."
2.1 A. "Annual Leave Allowance" shall be granted to permanent employees
appointed prior to July 1, 1985:
Cateo2rv
Annual
Leave
Allowance
Monthly
Accrual
,
Employees who have
completed 15 years
of service
27 Work Days
(5 weeks & 2 days) 2 1/4 days
Employees who have
completed 8 years of
service
2~ work days'
(5 weeks)
2 days plus 1
additional day
at the end of
the' vacation year
All other employees 20 work days
(4 weeks) 1-2/3 days
On beginning his/her eighth year of full time paid service, an employee
will start to accrue annual leave allowance at the rate of 25 work days per
year (two (2) days per month and one (1) day at the end of the vacation year),
and on beginning his/her fifteenth year of service, he/she will accrue annual
leave at the rate of twenty-seven (27) work days per year (two and a quarter
(2 1/4) days per month) not to exceed in either case, the maximum allowance of
twenty-five (25) work days and twenty-seven (27) work days respectively.
B. The annual leave allowance for employees hired on or after July 1,
1985 shall accrue as follova:
Years In Service
ADnua1 Leave
Allowance Monthlv Accrual
At the beginnina of the
employee's 1st year
10 worlt clays 1 day per month
after the first 2 months
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~ In Service
Annual Leave
Allowanr.e Monthlv Accrual
At thf! beginning of the
employee's 2nd year
13 work days 1 day per month plus I
additional day at the end
the 2nd year
At thE! beginning of the
emplo)'ee
's 3rd year
13 work days 1 day per month plus 1
additional day at the end
the 3rd year
At thE! beginnill8 of the
employee's 4th year
15 work days 1.25 days per month
At the! beginnill8 of the
employee's 5th year
20 work days 1-2/3 days per month
~:.2 There shall be a pro-rating of the above allowances for employees
with different work weeks.
2.3 For the earning of annual leave credits, the time recorded on the
payroll at the full rate of pay, and the first six months of absence while
receiving Workers' Compensation payments shall be considered as time "served"
by the employee. In the calculation of "annual leave credits", a full month's
credit shall be given to an employee who has been in full pay status for at
least 15 calendar days during that month, provided, howpver, that (a) where an
employee has been absent without pay for an accumulated total of more than 30
calendar days in the vacation year, he/she shall lose the annual leave credits
earnable in one month for each 30 days of such accumulated absence even though
in full pay atatus for at least 15 calendar days in each month during this
period; and (b) if an employee loses annual leave credits under this rule for
several months in the vacation year because he/she has been in full pay status
for fewer than 15 days in each month, but accumulates during said months a
total of 30 or more calendar days in full pay status, he/she shall be credited
with the annual leave credits earnable in one month for each 30 days of such
full pay status.
2.4 Calculation of annual leave credits for vacation purposes shall be
based on a year beginning May 1st, hereafter known as a "vacation year." All
annual leave allowance of an employee to an employee's credit on April 30th
and not used in the succeedill8vacation year may be carried over as provided
below, only with the approval of the Department Bead. Any such time not used
within the prescribedperiodmay be added to the employee's sick leave
balance. An employeewill be permitted to carry over ten (10) (five (5»
days annual allowance from one vacation year to the succeeding vacation year.
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Up to ~ (lO)days of annual leave may be carried over for one vacation
year to another where the employee has requested the carry-over and
established that a special and unusual need exists and that it is reasonable
to allow the carry-over in order to meet that need. At the end of the
following vacation year, the. employee may not carry over more than the ten
(five)days normally permitted for carry-over. However, the Authority may
authorize additional carry-over at its discretion.
In the event, however, that the Authority calls upon an employee to forego
his/her vacation or any part thereof in any year, that portion thereof ahall
be carried over as vacation even though the same exceeds the l~its fixed
above.
. .
2.5. The normal unit of charge against annual leave allowance for vacation
and personal business shall be one-half day. Smaller units of charge are
authorized for time lost due to tardiness, religious observance, and for time
lost by employee representatives duly designated by the Union and engaged in
the following types of union activity:
c.
Attendance at union meetings or conventions.
Organizing and recruitment.
Solicitation of members.
Collection of union dues.
Distribution of union pamphlets, circulars and other literature.
,
a.
b.
d.
e.
Units of one (1) hour may be charged against annual leave allowance
provided permission of the Department Head is obtained on the previous workday
or earlier. The use of annual leave in this manner will be limited to a total
of twenty-one (21) hours during the vacation year. The Transit Authority is
authorized to make such other exceptions as are warranted.
2.6 Earned annual leave allowance shall be taken by the employees at a
time convenient to the department. When an employee makes a requ~st for use
of annual leave at least one (1) month in advance, and such request is
disapproved, such disapproval shall be in writing. This provision shall in no
way change any existing departmental policy which mandates submission of
annual leave requests at the beginning of the vacation year.
In exceptional and unusual circumstances, the Assistant Vice President,
Labor lesearOb and Re2otiatioDS (Labor lelations), or his/her designee, may
permit use of annual leave allowance before it is earned, not exceeding two
(2) weeks.
The Authority shall provide advance vacation pay for employees who request
such advance pay six (6) weeks prior to a vacation scheduled to last two (2)
weeks or longer.
Attendance records and vacation schedules in all. departments and time
records and reports submitted to the Payroll Department shall in all respects
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conform with these rules.
2.7 (a) Where certification of eli&ible lists pe~ita, provi8ional and
temporary employees shall have the same annual leave benefits as regular
employees except that they may not be pe~itted to use annual leave allowances
for other than religious holidays until they have completed four months of
s e rv i c: e .
(b) An employee who, during the vacation year, is in aervice part of
the tlme in a position to which thia Aareement is not applicable and part of
the t1.me in a position to which it ia applicable ahall accrue annual leave
allow~mce in accordance with the teras of this Aareement for each month durin&
the m~Ljor part of which he/ahe aerved in a poaition to which thi8 Aareement is
applic:able, and shall accrue an annual leave allowance for each 80nth durin&
the m~Ljor part of which he/she served in a position to which thi8 Aareement is
not applicable in accordance with the rules and reaulations applicable to auch
other position.
(c) An employee shall, in each vacation year, be aranted his/her
total accrued leave allowance regardless of the title in which he/she is
servirlg at the time he/she takes hiather annual leave allowance.
2.8 Penalties for unexcused tardiness may be imposed by the Transit
Authority in conformance with established rules of the Authority. As a
minim~~, however, all unexcused tardiness both in the morning and upon return
from lunch shall be charged to the annual leave allowance.
.
Lateness caused by a verified major failure of public transportation,
such as widespread or total power failure of significant duration or other
catastrophe of similar severity, shall be excused. Fifteen (15) minutes or
more shall be considered of significant duration.
In the event of a City-wide emergency affecting a1l Transit Authority
employees similarly, the Authority shall establish a unifo~ policy for
employees covered by this Agreement with respect to excusal of lateness.
2.9 (1) (a) Terminal leave with pay shall be &ranted prior to final
separation to employees who have completed at least ten (10) years of service
on the basis of one day of terminal leave for each two days of accumulated
sick leave up to a maximum of one hundred and twenty (120) days of terminal
leave. Such leave shall be computed on the basis of work days rather than
calendar days.
(b) Any employee who, as of January I, 1975, had a minimum of
fifteen (15) years of service as of aaid date, may elect to receive upon
retire'menta terminal leave of one calendar month for every ten (10) years of
service prorated for a fTactional part thereof in lieu of any other terminal
leave. However, any sic~ leave taken by auch employeea aubaequent to July I,
1974 in excess of an averaae annual ua~ae of atx days per year ahall be
deducted from the number of daY8 of terminal leave to whic1 the employee would
othe~'ise be entitled at the ttme of retirement, if the employee chooses to
rece iv'e terminal leave under this paragraph.
(c) In a case where an employee has exhausted all or moat of
his/he:r accrued sick leave due to a major illness, the Department Bead in
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his/her discretion, may apply two and one-fifth wo:k days for each year of
paid service as the basis for computing terminal leave in lieu of any other
terminal leave.
(d) Employees in positions subject to this Agreement shall
receive a terminal vacation with pay in accordance with Paragraph 2.9 (3) (b).
(e) Terminal leave granted under the terms of this Agreement
shall be in addition to terminal vacation, as 8et fort~ in Paragraph 2.9 (3)
(b).
2.9 (2) If an employee covered by this Agreement dies while in the
employ of the Authority, his/her beneficiary or estate shall receive payment
in cash for the following:
a. All unused accrued annual leave to a max~um of 54 days credit.
b. All unused accrued compensatory time earned subsequent to March
15, 1968 and retained pursuant to this Agreement verifiable by
official records of the Authority, to a maximum of two hundred
(200) hours.
2.9 (3) (a) A vacation with pay will be granted each year to each
employee of the Transit Authority as hereinabove provided, at such time within
the year as the Authority shall fix and determine. The twelve months period
within which such vacations will be granted and allocated is referred to in
this Rule as the vacation year. Vacations may be spread over the entire
twelve months of the vacation year whenever the Authority deems this advisable
in the interest of efficiency or economy. The amount of vacation allotment in
weeks or days will be computed on the basis of the time and the duration of
active employment prior to the beginning of the vacation year. For the
purpose of this rule, periods of leave of absence without pay for OJLe month or
more, except where such leave of absence shall have been for ordered military
duty, shall not be deemed to be active employment.
(b) Terminal vacation with pay shall be allowed an employee, whether
permanent, temporary, or provisional, in addition to any vaca~ion due him/her
under Section 2.1,
(1) where the employee's services are terminated or suspended
t~rough no fault of his/her own, or because of his/her induction into the
Armed Forces of the United States, or
(2) where the employee, who is resigning or retiring of his/her own
volition and not because of, or in anticipation of disciplinary action against
him/her, shall, prior to separation from service, make a request therefor.
Terminal vacation shall be computp.das provided in the monthly accruals in
Section 2.1.
(c) No additional vacation allowanc~ or terminal vacation shall
accrue to an employee for the period of such terminal vacation. Bo terminal
vacation shall be Iranted fo~ si~ leave with pay, vacation or overtime offset
credits used immediately prior to any terminal vacation aranted under this
paragraph, except that an employee who retires under either the lIT, 8Mr, or
City pension plan shall be entitled to credit as time worked for each month or
major portion of a month prior to histher retirement while he/she is on
regular vacation.
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(d) Terminal vacution ahall be paid on the baais of a normal work
day. No holiday pay shall be ,ranted for any of the 8tated bolidays provided
under Section 6.0, which may fall within the period of 8uch terminal
vacation. An employee who has not worked durlna a vacation year ahall not
receive any terminal vacation if he/sbe la aeparated from the aervice durina
auch :~ear. The allowance of such te~inal vacation ahall be conditioned,
however, upon an agreement by tbe employee to whom it is Iranted that ahould
be/she return to the service of the Authority before the end of the followina
vacat:lon year, tbe number of terminal vacation days 80 allowed to bim/her,
shall be deducted from any vacation he/ahe aay be entitled to take in auch
following year after returnina.
(e) An employee who is away on leave of absence will not be Iranted
any vacation allowance durina the continuance of auch leave. Be/sbe muat be
in active service immediately precedina the period for which he/sbe is ,ranted
a vacation. In the event, however, that an employee is taken sick and on that
accowlt stops work before he/she has had hialher vacation for the vacation
year jln which the illness commences, he/she ..y elect 8ubject to approval by
the head of his/ber department, to take such vacation. When a leave of
absenc:e due to illness begins in one vacation year and extends into histher
next !:Iucceedingvacation year, an employee may, subject to approval by the
head 'Ifhis/her department, elect to take the vacation due him/ber in 8uch
later vacation year. However, such election under this rule shall apply only
to complete vacation due to employee at the time of his/her re~uest, and no
grant shall be made of only a portion of a vacation allowance.
(f) An employee who is dismissed on charges, or who resigns while on
charges or in anticipation thereof, shall not have the date of termination of
his/her employment postponed to allow him/her any vacation pay whatever
whether he/she shall have previously had a vacation in that vacation year or
not.
(g) While a permanent employee is away in any year on military duty
he/she will be treated as continuing in the employ of the Authority for the
purpose of determining how much vacation he/she is entitled to take in the
following vacation year should he/she return to the active service of the
Authority during that year. Upon histher return before the end of that year,
he/she shall, to the extent that the time intervening between his/her return
and the end of the year may permit, be entitled to take before the end of the
vacation year such vacation as he/she would have been entitled to take in that
year had he/she not been away on military leave, less such part thereof as
he/she may have been allowed at the time of his/her induction into the armed
forces. He/she shall not, however, carry over to a subsequent vacation year a
vacation which he/she may have missed because of being away on military leave
of absence.
I ~9.(3) e last 8entence. 18 under8tood to 8ean ~h8t If an e8Dloyee Chooses
to use his/her 8nnual leave while on extended _idt leave. he/De ahall uae
hls/her whole allowance and will Dot be Demitted to use only Dart of Mslber
allowance.
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3. Sick Leave Allowance.
3.0 Sick leave allowance of one day per month of service ahall be
credited to permanent employees, provisional employees and temporary
employees, and shall be used only for personal illness of the employee.
3.1 In no one year will any employee be entitled to more than 96 days
sick leave with pay. Upon the exhaustion of 96 aick leave days in 8DY one
year, an employee may petition the Authority for permis~ion to use any unused
8ick leave with pay which may have accumulated under paraaraph 3.0 above.
3.2 <a> Si~ leave ..y be Iranted in the diacretion of the Authority and
proof of disability must be provided by the employee, aatisfactory to the
Authority. If a representative of the Authority calls at the place where the
absent employee lave notice that he/sbe could be found durina hialher illness,
or in the absence of auCh notice, calls at the home of the absent employee and
cannot find him/her, the absent employee will be deemed to be abaent vithout
leave. Such employee will not be Iranted sick leave and viII be aubject to
appropriate disciplinary action.
(b) In a case of protracted disability, a medical certificate shall
be presented to the Authority at the end of each month of the continued
absence.
(c) The burden of establishing that he/she vas actually unfit for
work on account of illness shall be upon the employee. Every application for
sick leave, whether vith or vithout pay, for more than two days, must be
accompanied by medical proof satisfactory to the Transit Authority and upon a
form to be furnished by the Authority, settina forth the nature of the
employee's illness and certifying that by reason of such illness the employee
was unable to perform his/her duties for the period of the absence. This rule
will not in any way relieve the employee from complying with subdivision (d)
of this rule, as veIl as subdivision (c) of Rule 5 - Rules and Relulations
Governing Employees Engaled in Operation.
(d) To be entitled to sick leave for any day on whiCh he/she is
absent from work because o.f illness, an employee, except where it is
impossible to do so, must, at least one hour before the commencement of
his/her scheduled tour of duty for that day, cause notice of the illness and
of the place where he/she can be found during such illness to be liven by
telephone, messenger, or otherwise, to his/her appropriate superior, and must
also live notice to such superior of any subsequent change in the place where
he/she can be found. Where it is impossible to live such notice within the
time prescribed, it shall be liven as soon as circumstances permit. The
failure to cause such notice to be liven shall deprive the employee of his/her
rilht to be paid for such scheduled tour of duty, and he/she shall not be
entitIed to pay for any subsequent tour of duty frol'1 which he/8he absents
himselflherself unless at some time, not less than one hour prior to the
commencement of such tour of duty, he/she shallhave caused 8uCh notice to be
liven. .
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The railure to cause notice to be liven ns herein provided shall not be
ucusE~d unless the Authority is convinced that special circumstances made it
impos~~ible and it is also convinced that notice was liven as soon a. the
specie.l circumstances permitted.
Wben an employee is out sick and is visited by a doctor of the Transit
Authority who finds the employee able to work, there will be no deduction made
for that day in the current pay period but the Authority may deny payment
after review and deduct pay for such day in a subsequent pay period.
3.3 The normal unit for computation of aick leave ahall not be lesa than
one-half day except that one day of aick leave a year may be uaed in units of
one (1) hour. Credits cannot be earned for the period an employee ia on leave
of absence without pay. For the earnina of aick leave credits, the time
recorded on the payroll at the full rate of pay and the first six months of
absenc:e while receivin& Workmen's Compensation payments ahall be conatdered as
time "served" by the employee.
In. the calculation of aick leave credi ta, a full month' a credit ahall be
liven to an employee who has been in full pay atatus for at least 15 calendar
days during that month, provided, however, that (a) where an employee has been
absent without pay for an accumulated total of more than 30 calendar days in
the vacation year, he/she shall lose the aick leave credit earnable in one
month for each 30 days of such accumulated absence even though in full pay
status for at least 15 calendar days in each month during this period, and (b)
if an employee loses sick leave credits under this rule for several months in
the vacation year because he/she has been in full pay status for fewer than 15
days in each month, but accumulates during said months a total of 30 or more
calendar days in full pay status, he/she shall be credited with the sick leave
credits earnable in one month for each 30 days of such ful: pay status.
3.4 In the discretion of the Authority, employees, except provisional and
temporary employees, who have exhausted all earned sick leave and annual leave
balances due to personal illness may be permitted to use unearned sick leave
allowance up to the amount earnable in one year of service, chargeable against
future earned sick leave.
3.5 At the discretion of the Department Bead, permanent employees may
also be granted sick leave with pay for three (3) months after ten (10) years
of service, after all credits, ucluding unused current vacation balances,
have been used. In special instances, sick leave with pay may be further
extended, with the approval of the Authority. The Authority shall be guided
in this manner by the nature and extent of illness and the length and
character of service.
3.6 In order to be cranted a paid or unpaid leave of absence on account
of illness, an employee must file a written application therefor, on a form
provided by the Authority, within three (3) days after his/h~r return to work,
but. this form may be fil~d durina the period of hia/her absence if auch
absence is for an extended period. The application for aick leave must
include a true statement of the cauae of the applicant'a absence from work,
including the nature of his/her illness or disability, and must be made to the
Authority through the applicant's appropriate auperior. If the application is
for more than two (2) days, it must comply with the provisions of Section 3.2
(c) hereof.
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An emploJee o~ annual leave 84Y charae such time to sick leave during
a period of verified hospitalization.2
Ho sick leave will be granted for illness due to indulgence in
alcoholic liquors or narcotics, except as pe~itted by Transit Authority
policy as issued by the President of the Authorities.
Sick leave shall not run concurrently with vacation and will not be
granted in respect to any holiday or in respect to any day which is the
employee's regular day off.3
An employee vho is .found to be in violation of this rule loverning
sick leave allowances shall, in addition to beina subject to the denial of
sick leave, also be subject to appropriate disciplinary action. Any serious
violation, or persistent infractions, or a fraudulent claim for sick leave may
result in dismissal from the service.
Time of absence from work while incapacitated by injury received in
performance of duty viII not be Charged alainst the sick leave allowable under
this rule.
No sick leave will be Iranted to an employee who is unfit for work on
account of an accident incurred while working for an employer other than the
Transit Authority.
,
4. Other Authorized Absences With Pay
4.0 Absence of permanent employees, provisional employees and
temporary employees for the reasons indicated in subdivisions (a) (b) (c) and
(d), hereof, shall be excusable without charge to sick leave or annual leave
balances, upon submittal of evidence satisfactory to the Department Bead:
(a> Absence not to exceed four vork-days in the case of death in the
immediate family. Immediate family shall be defined for this purpose as
spouse; natural, foster, step-parents, child, brother or sister; father-in-law
or mother-in-law; or any relative residing in the household. When a death in
an employee's family occurs while ~he employee is on annual leave, such time
as is excusable for death in family shall not be charged to annual leave or
sick leave.
2 The term "hosDitalization" shall be understood to include serious illness
which normallY reauires hosDitalization. as determined bY the Transit
Authoritv Medical DeDartment. but due to the elrcumstances of the oarticular
case. outoatient care has been determined to be adeauate. SuCh Illness cannot
be related to the emDloyee's annual leave.
3 This DaraRraoh ahall be understood to 8ean that emnlovees 8aV utilize aick
leave either orecedina or folloviDR a holiday ~r reaular day off or follovlO2
aDDual leave. Doctor's lines are reauired when an emnloyee utilizes slek
leave either Drecedlna or follovlDR a holiday or follovina aDDual leave.
Bmoloyees cannot ao from sick leave to Aftftualleave without returnlna to dutY
before Roina on Aftftualleave.
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(b) For Jury DutJ. Leave for jury duty ahaI1 be aranted to the
employee provided that he/she endorses his/her check for jury duty to the
Transit Authority. An employee, whose jury duty service fees are in excess of
his/her regular base earnings for the period of absence while on jury duty,
will have such excess reimbursed to him/her. Jury service fees shall include
travel allowance granted by City and State courts, but shall exclude travel
allowances of other courts.
(c) For attendance at Rew York City Civil Service examination or for
official investigation interview or appointment interview in relation to the
resulting eligible list.
(d) To testify at their hearinas, under Section 210.2 of the Civil
Service Law, provided that after final adjudication, the employee ia
determined not to be in violation of Section 210.
4.1 Absence of permanent employees, provisional employees and temporary
emplo:yees for the reasons indicated in subdivisions (a) (b), (c) and (d),
hereof, shall be excusable in the discretion of the Transit Authority without
charge to sick leave or annual leave balances, upon submittal of evidence
satisfactory to the Department Head:
(a) For Court Attendance Under Subpoena or Court Order. Leave to
attend court shall be granted when neither the employee nor anyone related to
him/h,er has a personal interest in the case, and when said attendance at court
is not related to any other employment of the employee.
(b) For attendance of delegates at State or Rational conventions of
veteri~S' organization and volunteer firemen's organi1.ations.
(c) Absence required because of Health Department ruling with
respel:t to quarantine.
(d) Absence by employee representatives, duly designated by the
Union, acting on matters related to the interests of employees of the
AuthoJ~ity, to negotiate with and appear before Authority or City officials and
agenc:les including the Board of Estimate, the City Council and the Department
of PeJ:'sonnel.
4.2 Prior notice to and authorization by the Transit Authority or its
designated representatives is required for absence under (a) (b), (c) and (d)
of Sec:tion 4.1. The employee shall give notice to the Transit Authority as
soon as possible in all other cases, specified in Section 4.0.
4.3 The Authority shall grant any leave of absence with pay as required
by law.
5. Leave of Absence Without Pay
5.0 (a) A combined confinement and child care leave of abaence without
pay shall be granted to an employee (male or female) who becomes the parent of
a child up to four (4) years of aae, either by birth or by adoption, for a
period of up to forty-ei&ht (48) 8ontha. The uae of this maximum allowance
will be limited to one (1) instance only. All other confinement and child
care leaves of an employee shall be limited to a thirty-six (36) month maximum.
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(b) Prior to the commencement of confinement and child care leave an
employee shall be continued in pay atatus for a period of time equal to all of
the employee's Unused accrued aDDual leave. A pregnant employee shall have
the option to be continued in pay atatus for a period of time equal to all or
part of her unused accrued sick leave for the period she is unfit to work on
account of illness. Time in pay status shall not be included in the
confinement and child care leave.
(c) Employees who initially elect to take less than forty-eight (48)
months maximum period or the thirty-six (36) months, m~y elect to extend such
leave by up to two (2) extensions, this extension to be a minimum of six (6)
months. However, in DO case may the initial leave period plus the one or two
extensions total more than forty-eight (48) months or thirty-six (36) months.
(d) A pregnant employee shall be permitted to work as long as she
secures approval to do so by the Transit Authority Medical Department. An
employee on maternity leave shall be required to report for physical
examination before resuming service.
(e) This provision shall not diminish the right of the Transit
Authority as set forth in Rules 5.1. of the Leave Regulations, to grant a
further leave of absence without pay for child care purposes.
5.1 Leaves of Absence without pay for reasons not covered in the
foregoing rules may be granted to per.manent employees by the Transit Authority
not to exceed one year. Extension of such leave may be granted by the Transit
Aut~ority not to exceed an additional period of one year.
5.2 The Authority shall grant any leave of absence, without pay, such as
military leave, required by law.
6. Miscellaneous Provisions.
6.0 <a> There shall be twelve (12) guaranteed paid h~lidays a year, as
follows:
Rew Year's Day
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s Birthday
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Election Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
Personal Leave Day
When a holiday falls on a Saturday, it shall be observed on the
preceding Friday. When a holiday falls on a Sunday,it shall be observed on
the following Monday. However, when a Department Bead deems it necessary to
keep facilities open on both Monday and Friday, employees may be scheduled to
observe the holiday on either the Monday or Friday. The DepartmentHea~ shall
give employees one (1) month's notice of the date they are to observe a
holiday falling on a Saturday or Sunday.
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(b) An employee who ia not released from duty by order of histher
auper-ior on one of the stated holldaya and who nevertheleas absents
himsE~lf/herself fro. work ahall forfeit hia/her ri&ht to any pay for the aaid
holiday or to any other day off in lieu thereof, except that this shall not be
applicable to veterans (as defined in Section 63 of the Public Officer. Law)
in respect to Memorial Day or Veteran's Day.
(c) When an employee'8 vacation period includes one or more of the
stated holidays with pay, he/8he will receive another day off in lieu of 8uch
holidays.
(d) Rone of the foreaoina provisions in Section 6 ahall be
applicable in respect to any of the atated holidays to any employee who may
have been continuously absent from duty for thirty daya or more, except for
absence durina paid vacation ~ediately precedina such holiday. An employee
must be in service for thi~ty days before he/she can receive payment for a
holiday. An employee who has perfo~ed no work for the Authority durina a
period of thirty days or .ore, except for absence durina paid vacation
immediately preceding a holiday ahall not receive any pay for the holiday or
be allowed another day off in lieu thereof.
Whenever, under the provisions of Section 6, an employee may be
entitled to another day off, without deduction in pay, in lieu of one of the
stated holidays above specified, the particular day on which he/she is to be
~cused from duty must be determined by hislher superior, who, as far as
practicable, will consider the preferences of the employee.
(e) If an employee is required to work on any of the twelve (12)
holidays guaranteed pursuant to this Section, he/she shall receive 50% cash
premium for all hours worked on the holiday and shall, in addition, receive
compensatory time off at his/her regular rate of pay. Compensatory time off
earned pursuant to this Section may be scheduled by the agency either prior to
or after the day on which the holiday falls.
(f) If a holiday deaienated pursuant to this Aareeaent falla on a
Saturday or Sunday, the 50S caah premiUID and compensatory time off at the
employee'. regular rate of pay ahall apply only to thoae employees who are
required to work on the Saturday or Sunday holiday. Employees required to
work ,on the Monday or Friday deaipatec1 by the Depart8ent Bead for holiday
obser'~ance pur8uant to thia Section ahall receive cOiapenaatory ti8e only.
With respect to an eaployee who ia acheduled to work OD both the Saturday or
Sunda:>,holiday and the day desianated for obaervance: (1) if he/8he ia
required to work on only one of auch daya, he/ahe ahall be deeaed to have
recei'~edhis/her c08penaatory ti8e off (and he/she ahall receive the 50% cash
premi'WDwhen required to work OD the Saturday or Sunday holiday); or (2) if
he/ah,! ia required to work OD both auc:h daya, he/ahe ahall receive caah
premi'LUD and coapenaatory tille off at hiather reaular rate of pay for all hours
worke.:! on the Saturday or Sunday holiday.
(g) However, if the employee ia required to vork on a holiday which
falls on his/her scheduled day off, the employee may choose whether auch
holld.!y work is to be compensated by the 50% cash premium and compensatory
time tJff provided for above, or if he/she is otherwiae eliaible, by the
---
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overtime provisions of Section 8.1 of this Article. ~1 employee shall not
receive for the same hours of work both (1) overtime pay and (2) ,the 50% cash
premium and compensatory time off. However, reJardless of whether the holiday
falls on a reaular working day or on a scheduled day off, if the number of
hours worked on suchholiday exceeds the employee's normal daily tour of duty,
all hours of work in excess of such normal daily tour of duty shall be covered
by the provisions of Section 8.1.
(h) Shifts which begin at 11 ,p.m. or later on the day before the
holiday shall be deemed to have worked entirely on the 'holiday, and .hifts
which begin at 11 p.m. or later on the holiday ahall be deemed not to have
been worked on the holiday.
(i) An employee may receive both a shift differential and holiday
premium pay for the same hours of work, but in such cases each shall be
computed separately according to paragraph (J) of this Section of the
Agreement.
'(j) Shift differentials and hOliday premium pay shall, in all cases,
be computed on the individual employee's hourly rate of .pay as determined in
paraaraph (e) of Section 8.1.
6.1. Daily time records shall be maintained showing the actual hours
worked by each employee.
6.2. Upon transfer of a permanent employee to the Authority from a City
agency, or appointment from an eliaible list with continuous service in a City
agency, sick leave and annual leave balances accrued in such agency shall be
credited by the Authority.
. Upon ~ransfer of a permanent employee to a City agency or appointment
to a City agency from an eligible list with continuous prior service in the
Authority, all sick leave and annual leave balances shall be included in the
records transferred. All compensatory time due for overtime worked shall be
granted to employee prior to the effective date of the transfer except where:
a. The receiving agency agrees in writing to accept the transfer of
these accrued compensatory time balances in whole or in part to its records,or
b. The employee requests in writing that these accrued compensatory
time balances be converted to sick leave credits as of the date of the.
transfer. Initiation of action to liquidate this compensatory time shall be
the responsibility of the.transferring employee.
6.3. Upon reinstatement of an employee to a permanent position, unused
sick leave and vacation balances at the time of resianation or layoff, shall
be restored to his/her credit.
6.4. Subject to limitations of Section 2.7. above, the annual leave
allow~ce and sick leave allowance herein grantedshall be applicable to
part-lime employees on a pro-ratabasis.
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6.~;. If, while in covered employment under the terms of thi3 Agreement, an
emploYt~e dies, the employer shall notify the beneficiary designat~d by the
employee in his/her personnel folder as to where to apply for benefits which
may be available to the employee and as to where claims may be initiated for
such blenefits.
6.6. The Authority may establish rules relating to leave to meet the
specifIc needs of the Authority but not inconsistent with the provisions of
this Agreement as applied to employees covered by this Agreement or with any
Civil Service Rules or Regulations.
7. Absence Due to Injury Incurred in the Performance of Official Duties
An employee incapacitated for any kind of available work a. a result of an
accidental injury 8ustained in the cour.e of hi.lher employment will be
allowed, for such period or periods durina 8uch incapacity a. the Autnority
may in each case determine, the full amount which he/.he would have earned
during such period or periods had he/.he been working according to the regular
schedule and at the regular rate of pay for work within his/her title which
he/she had and was receiving prior to the period of incapacity, less the
amount of any Workers' Compensation payable to himlher under the provisions of
the Workers' Compensation Law. If the absence for which he/she is to be
allowed pay as herein provided, occurs two years or more after the date of the
originiil accident, the allowance shall be based upon an amount equal to
seventy-five (75) per cent of his/her earnings as set forth herein.
In no case will an employee be granted the allowance above mentioned or be
paid more than he/she is entitled to receive under Workers' Compensation Law
unless he/she voluntarily, and without any additional allowance therefor,
submits from time to time, as he may be requested. to physical examinations by
the AU1:hority's Medical Department. Should he/she at any time after the
Authority's determination to grant any allowance under the provisions of this
Article, refus~ to submit to examination by said Medical Department or if,
upon examination he/she is adjudged by such Medical Department to be able to
perfona either his/her own work or lighter work which is offered to him/her
and he/she should fail or refuse to perform the same. such refusal shall
automatically effect a revocation of any and all allowances theretofore
granted to him/her under this Article, and to the extent that the amount of
any sUt:h allowance shall have already been paid to himlher it shall be treated
as an iidvance payment of, and shall be deducted from. whatever monies may
thereafter become due and payable to such employee.
No increase, by way of increment or otherwise, shall be made in the rate
of pay of any incapacitated employee during the period of histher incapacity,
or until he/she returns to work in the same position which he/she held prior
to the period of incapacity, at which ttme his/her regular rate of pay will
become what it would have been had he/she remained continuously in active
servic,e.
No differential pay shall be Iranted:
(1) Unless the employee sustained an accidental injury while
engagel~ in the performance of his/her assigned duty for the Authority and such
accide:~tal injury was the direct cause of the employee'. incapacity for work.
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(2) If the aeeident vas due to violation by the employee uf any
rule of the Authority or any precautionary procedures directed by the
Assistant Vice President, System Safety, or other Safety Rules.
(3) If the employee was engaged in horse play or vas at all
under the influence of liquor at the time of the accident.
(4) If the employee failed to report to the Medic~l Department
of the Authority for examination or re-examination when told to do so.
.(5) If the employee failed to report for the performance of
his/her regular work when directed to do 80.
(6) If the period for whi~ the allowance is requested was a
period during which the employee, in the opinion of the Authority's Medical
Department, would not have. been incapacitated for work had it not been for
some physical or mental condition existing prior to the accident.
(7) .If the employee failed to comply with appropriate medical
advice.
When the question arises as to the granting of differential pay under this
Section to an employee who has been absent from work on account of injury in
the course of his/her employment, the Attorney in Charge of the Compensation
Bureau of the Authority or his/her designee shall certify that the following
conditions have been met:
(1) That the accident was not due to any violation of the rules
of the Authority, or other safety rules.
(2) That the accident was not due to the violation of any
direction of the Assist~nt Vice President, System Safety as to precautions
taken by the employee to avoid accidents.
(3) That the employee gave due notice of the accident.
(4) That there is no uncertainty the employee sustained an
accidental injury while engaged in theperformance of his/her assigned duties
for the Authority.
(5) That the employee was not under the influence of liquor at
the time of the accident.
(6) That the employee was not engaged in any horse play when the
accident occurred.
(7) That the em9loyee was actually performing work for the
Authority at the time of the accident.
do so.
(8) That the employee did repor~ for light duty when directed to
(9) That the employee did report for the performance of full
duty when directed to do 80.
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(JO) That the employee vas duly examined by the Authority's
Medical Department after the accident.
(11) That the employee did return for re-examination on every
occasion when directed by the Authority's Medical Department.
(12) That the employee was completely incapacitated for work
during the period for which he/she requested differential pay.
(13) That the incapacity of the employee durina any part of
his/her absence from vork vas not due to any physical condition of the
employee prior to the accident in the absence of which he/.he would not be
incapacitated for the entire period for which he/she asks differential pay.
advic.~ .
(14) That the employee did comply with appropriate medical
111 certifying that the conditions as aforesaid have been aet the
AttorneY-in-Charge of the Compensation Bureau of the Authority or his/her
designee in addition to using the information available to himlher from the
files in his/her bureau may call upon the Assistant Vice President, System
Safety, the Medical Department of the Authority, and any other bureau or
department of the Authority to furnish in writiIll to the said
Attonley-in-Charge of the Authority's Compensation Bureau such facts and
infor~1ation as he/she may deem necessary to properly make such certification.
The Attorney-in-Charge of the Compensation Bureau or his/her designee may call
for such facts and information and the Assistant Vice President, System
Safety, the Medical Department of the Authority, and all other bureaus and
departments of the Authority shall furnish the facts and information so called
for by said Attorney-in-Charge of the Compensation Bureau or his/her designee.
FCtllowing certification of tbe above, the Attorney-in-Charge of the
Compensation Bureau or his/her designee, shall have the power, subject to and
in acc:ordance with the provisions above set forth, to grant differential pay.
8.0 Shift Differentials
<a) There shall be a shift differential of 10% for all employees
coverE!d by this Acreement for all scheduled hours of work between 6 P.M. and 8
A.M. ~'ith more than one hour of work between 6 P.M. and 8 A.M.
(b) The above differentials shall apply to an individual employee's
salary including educational, assicnment, and longevity differentials, if any.
(c) An employee workiIll overtime shall not receive a shift
diffet'ential for such work, but shall receive overtime payor compensatory
time as provided in Section 8.1.
8.1 Overtime
(a) At all times throughout the year all necessary operations must
be ade!quatelymanned. In cases where it is not possible, because of the needs
of the!service, to release an employee, such employee shall be required to
work clvertime. Such overtime ahall be spread fairly amona qualified employees.
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(b) Ordered involUDtal7 oyertiae authorized by the Bead of a
Department or hialher de81pated repreaentative, Vhic:h re8ults in an employee
working in excess of 40 hours in 8D1 caleadar week (Saturday tbrouah Friday)
ahall be compensated in caah at time and one~half (1-1/2).
For those employees whose normal work week is less than 40
hours, any such ordered involuntary overt~e worked between the maz~ of
that work week and 40 hours in any calendar week, shall be compensated in cash
at strai&ht t~e (1 time). For employees Iranted a shortened work day in
accordance with Article IX compensatory time ahall be Iranted for work
perfo~ed between 30 and 35 hours a week, but 8uCh work shall not be
considered overtime. Employees who are paid in cash for overtimemay not
creditsu~ time for meal money allowance.
(c:) 50 c:redit shall be recorded for unauthorized overtime. Credit
for all authorized overtime over"35 hours ahall accrue after one hour in units
of one-quarter hour. Employees who work more than 35-1/2 authorized hours but
less than 36 hours shall be credited with 1/2 hour ~ompensator.ytime off.
Cash payment ahall not be applicable until 36 authorized hours are worked, but
when applicable shall be paid for all hours in exc:ess of 35.
(d) Time for which an employee is in full pay status shall be
counted in computing the number of hours worked during the week. If an
employee works on a legal holiday all hours of such work shall be considered
overtime, except where such holiday is part of a tour of duty on a relular
weekly schedule.
,
(e) The hourly rate of pay shall be computed as presently prolrammed
by the Data Processing Department. For years which are not leap years, the
formula is:
Annual Salan' x 14
365 x 10 x 7
For leap years the fo~ula is:
Annual SalarY x 14
366 x 10 x 7
Payment shall be computed and paid on a basis of quarter-hour units actually
worke~ beyond 35 hours, provided at least one full hour is compensable in a
calendar week. "Annual salary" shall include education and longevity
differential, if any.
(f) These overtime provisions shall apply to all covered per annum
employees of the Authority working more than half-time, and with per.manent,
provisio;~al, or temporary status whose aDDual arl>ss salary, including
overtime, is not in excess of: Bffectiye JulY 1. 1988 the overtime caD shall
be *41.730. Effective July 1. 1989 the overtime caD shall be *43.817.
.
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lbis A.greement lDay be reopened, OD or after July 1, llJj (1986) for the .ole
purpose of negotiating new overtime capa consistent with caps applicable to
employees of the City of Rew York, in the same titles.
These limitations respecting the amount set forth above shall
apply to overtime worked between 30 and 40 hours. Any overtime worked in
~cess of 40 hours shall be compenaated in cash at the rate of tilDe and
one-half, if required by applicable lave
(a) Employees shall not be required to auspend work during reaularly
acheduled tours of duty to absorb overt18e.
(h) Except in an emeraency 8ituation, when authorized and ordered by
a department head, no employee ahall be required to actually vork more than
two (2) consecutive normal work shift8 in any twenty-four (24) hour period.
Employees recalled from home for authorized ordered involuntary
overtime work, shall be &uaranteed overtime payment in cash for at least four
(4) hours, if eligible for cash payment under Section 8.1 of this Article.
Those not eligible for cash payment shall be auaranteed four hours of
compensatory time.
Employees who are required, ordered and/or scheduled to stand by
in their homes subject to recall, as authorized by a Department Bead, shall
receive overtime payment in cash for 8uch time on the basis of one-half (1/2)
hour paid overtime for each hour of standby time.
(1) Compensatory time off for overtime worked as authorized in this
Section shall be scheduled at the discretion of the Department Bead.
(j) In emergency situations, the Authority shall have the right,
after negotiation with the Union, to apply a variation of these overtime
regulations.
(k) All overtime accrued prior to January 1, 1968 shall remain to
the credit of the employee in accordance with present practice.
(1) Nothing in this Agreement ia intended to modify or affect
agreements with the Comptroller or the Office of Labor Relations on prevailing
rate determinations providing for paid overtime.
9.0 Death Benefit
In the event that an employee dies on or after July 1, 1970 because
of an injury arising out of or in the course of his/her employment throuah no
fault 'of his/her own, and in the proper performance of his/her duties, a
payment of $25,0~0 will be made from funds other than those of the Retire~ent
System in additicn to any other payment which may be made as a reault of 8uch
death. Such payment shall be ~ade to the beneficiary designated under the
retirement system for ordinary death benefit o'r, i~' no beneficiary i8 80
designated, to the estate of the deceased.
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ARTICLE Xl. MEDICAL AIm BOSPITALlZATIOR AIm WELFAIE PUBS
(a) The Authority viII make available, effective on the date of
appointment if the insurance carriers aaree, for all pe~anent Authority
employees who have not yet attained aae seventy (70), and vho are employed in
the titles covered by this Agreement, an opportunity each year to elect
coverage either under the "Health Insurance Plan of Greater Rev York, Inc."
(HIP/HMO) or coverage under Group Bealth Insurance, Inc. (GHI) (Type C Plan,
with $7.00 office visit allowance) and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Greater
Rew York (21 Full Benefit Daya, 180 Balf Day Plan), or coverage under GOI
Comprehensive Benefits Program (CBP) and Blue Cross/Blue Shield (21 Full
Benefit Days, 180 Balf Day Plan), or Blue CrosslMed-Teamj or DO coverage.
The benefits set forth above shall be ..de available at DO cost to the
employee.
(b) In accordance with the Taz Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of
1982 (TEFRA) and the Deficit Reduction Act (DEFIA), all active employees and
employees spouses between the ages of 65 and 69 viII have the same choice of
health plans as employees under the age of 65. These employees may choose to
have Medicare as secondary to the coverage provided above, or Medicare as
primary coveragewith no other coverage provided by the Authority. Only in
the event that an employee chooses Medicare as primary coverage, will the
Authority reimburse himlher for the Medicare premiums. The same choice will
exist for an employee's spouse.
(c) The Authority shall not be liable in damages to any employee covered
by this Agreement for any failure of the carriers to provide medical or
hospital care in accordance with their rules and regulations or otherwise, and
it is understood and agreed by any employee accepting benefits hereunder, that
the liability of the Authority is limited to its obligations to make payments
of premiums to the respective carriers in accordance with the te~s hereof.
The Authority retains complete freedom to make such arrangements with the
respective carriers as will, in the judgment of the Authority, most
effectively carry out its obligation to provide coverage. The ~ospitalization
and medical care thus provided may be te~inated by the Authority at any time,
except to the extent that the Authority is obligated by this Agreement to
provide such coverage.
( (d) The Authority shall contribute to a lump SUID, to the Union's Health
and Security Fund, an amount equal to the difference betveen the rate of $625
and $525 per year per eaployee, or proration thereof, for the period of 3uly
1, 1984 to June 30, 1985. Bffective 3uly 1, 1985, the Authority shall
contribute at the rate of $675 per year per employee to the Union's Health and
Security Fund. On July 1, 1986, there ahall be a one-tilae lump SUID payment of
*25 per ful1-tiae per aDDUD employee.)
(d) Effective 3ulv 1. 1987~ ~e AuthoritY ahall contribute to the Union's
Health and SecuritY PUnd at ~e rate of *725 mer vear Der eBDlovee. Effective
3ulv 1. 1988. ~e AuthoritY shall contribute ~ ~e rate of *775 aer vear Der
emDlovee. Effective Julv 1. 1989. ~e Au~orltY ahall c:ontrlbute at the rate
of *125 Der vear Der .."lovee. !'he above II.teeS Health 8D4 Security FuDd
c:ontributiona viii be paid for ~ birea after the c:oapletion of two (2)
80Dths of the employee'. probatloD&17 Period.
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(e) Employees ~ho have been 8eparated from 8ervice 8ubsequent to June 30,
1970, !.nd ",ho "'ere co.,ered by a WelfareFund at the time of such separation
pursuar..tto a separate agreement between the Authority and the certified Union
representing such employees, shall continue to be so covered, subject to the
provisions hereof, on the same contributory basis as incumbent employees.
Contri[lutions shall be made only for such time ~s said individuals remain
eligible to be primary beneficiaries of the New York City Health Insurance
Progranl and are entitled to benefits paid for by the Authority through such
progranl.
(f) The Authority will provide health and hospitalization coveraae to
retiree~s from titles covered by this Agreement and their spouses to the extent
that an agreement can be aade with the City of New York in accordance with the
Authori.ty's letter of November 3, 1966 on this subject. Where the retiree or
spouse is a pensioner havina Medicare Part "8" deducted from hia/her Social
Securit.y check, the Transit Authority will reimb\Jrse the retiree annually for
such premiums paid up to a maximum of $19.53 per month for 1989 and $27.90 per
month for 1990 and thereafter.
Effective with the reopener period for Health Insurance subsequent to
Janua~' 1, 1980, and every two (2) years thereafter, retirees shall have the
option of changing their previous choice of health plans. This option shall
be exercised in accordance with procedures established by the Authority and
the City. The Union will assume the responsibility of informing retirees of
this o~tion.
(g) The Authority where possible will hold a reopener during which
employees in titles subject to this agreement may choose coverage under the
plan of benefits at the same time as the City of New York. The Authority ",ill
further, as soon as practicable, provide coverage under the existing plan of
benefits, to employees in the titles subject to this agreement who have been
provisionally employed continuously by the Authority for a period of more than
three (3) months and, in the future, will provide such coverage to su:h
employees effective the first day of the month next succeeding the completion
of three (3) months of such continuous provisional service.
(h) The Communications Workers of America or Local 1180 may, pursuant to
a separate agreement between the Authority and the certified union, utilize a
portion of its Welfare Fund contributions to provide prepaid legal services
for employees.
(i) Subject to a separate agreement between the Authority and the Union,
the Uni.on shall be entitled to receive such separate contributions as may be
providE!d in this Agreement for welfare and training benefits as a contribution
to a trusteed Administrative Employee Benefit Fund. Such contributions shall
be held by the trustees of that Fund for the exclusive purpose of providing,
through other trusteed funds, welfare, training and legal service benefits for
the em~)loyees so covered as well as any other benefits as the Authority and
the Unton may agree upon. The Authority ahall have the right to review and
approvt~ the distribution of funda to and the level of benefits provided by the
Fund or individual funds.
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(j) Emnlovecs eli~ible to reeeiye Kedicare Davment8 may Dot receive
reimbursements for 8udb ~~.r.es that exceed the 80Uthlv rate of &19.53 for
1989. and *27.90 for 1990 and thereafter. !'heUnion aav reODeI1 for the DUROse
of ne2otiatiD2 similar ~han-es. if ~e CitY of Rev York arants its eDDlovees
such ch:.n"es durina. the tera of ~is Aaremaent.
(k) For the term of this Aareement. ehan-es in basic health covera..e viiI
be consistent vith chan-es in CitY basic health eoveraa.e. where feasible.
ARTICLE XII. EXISTIRG CORDITIORS.
(a) The Union aarees not to seek any chanaea in vages and vorkina
conditions during the term of thi8 Agreement, except to the extent the City of
Rew York may grant to its employees changes in vorking conditions during such
term. In the event of changes in these items, the Union may reopen thia
Agreement for the sole purpose of discussing aimilar Changes.
(b) The Authority agrees to maintain existing vorking conditions,
including those relating to sick leave and annual leave, during the term of
this Agreement except tO,the extent the City of Rew York may, durina such
term, grant to its employees changes in working conditions including those
relating to sick leave and annual leave,in which event the Union may reopen
for the purpose of negotiating similar changes.
ARTICLE XIII. NO STRIKE CLAUSE.
The Union convenants that during the term of this Agreement there shall be
no strike, sitdown, slowdown, stoppage of work, or willful abstinence, in
whole or in part from the full, faithful, and proper performance of the duties
of the employees authorized or sanctioned by the Union. This covenant is
entered in consideration of the covenants of the Authority herein contained
and is in addition to any legal prohibition against strike~ by public
employees. '
ARTICLE XIV. MEAL ALLOWANCES.
The Authority shall continue to pay a meal allowance in accordance with
the provisions of its existing resolutions, regulations, and practices
providing for meal allowances to employees who are required to and do work
ov,ert ime .
"Effective Januarv 1. 1987~ meal allovance shall be Daid aecordina. to the
followiD2 schedule:
Continuous Overtime Hours
Kegular Work Day Kejular Day Off
, Meal Allowance
.
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In accordance with Article X, Section 8.1 hereof, employees who are paid
in cash for overtime may not credit auch time for meal allowances. Time taken
for obtaining and eating meals ahall not be considered as working time or
counted in determining the number of hours worked.
ARTICLE Y:V. CAR ALLOWANCES.
Compensation to employees for authorized and required use of their own
automobiles shall be at the rate of twenty-three (23) cents per aile with a
minimum guarantee of thirty (30) ailes for each day of authorized and actual
use. Said mileage allowance ia not to include payment for the distance
traveled from the employee's home to the first work location in a liven day or
from the last work location to the employee's home unless the employee is
authorized and required to carry apecial equipment or materials which cannot
feasibly be transported by"mass transit.
The Union shall have the riaht to request to reopen negotiationa on this
Article for the limited purpose of negotiating a mileage allowance equivalent
to that granted to similar titles in the City of Rew York should that mileage
allowance be increased during the term of this Agreement.
ARTICLE XVI. EVALUATION, PERSONNEL FOLDERS, AND INTERVIEWS.
1. An employee covered by this Agreement ahall be entitled to read any
evaluatory statement of his/her work performance or conduct prepared during
the term of this Agreement if such statement is to be placed in his/her
perman,ent personnel folder whether at the central files of the Authority, at
his/he.r Department, or in another work location. Be/she shall acknowledge
that hie/she has read su~ material by affixing hislher signature on the actual
copy tc,be filed, with the understanding that such signature merely signifies
that hie/she read the material to be filed and does not necessarily indicate
agreeml2nt with its contents. The employee shall have the right to answer any
material filed and his/her answer shall be attached to the file copy.
An employee shall be permitted to view his/her personnel folder once
a year and when an adverse personnel action is initiated against the employee
by the employer. The viewing shall be in the presence of a dEsignee of the
emploYI:r and held at such time and place as the employer may prescribe.
If an employee finds in the employee's personnel folder any material
preparl:d after July 1, 1976 relating to the employee's work performance or
conduct in addition to evaluatory statements, the employee shall have the
right to answer any such material provided that the incident related or
discussed in such material was not the subject of a disciplinary hearing. The
employ'~e's answer shall be attached to the file copy.
2. When a permanent employee i~ summoned to any interview which may lead
to a disciplinary action and which is conducted by someone outside the normal
supervisory chain of command the following procedure shall apply:
<a) Employees who are summoned to the appropriate office of their
agency shall be notified, whenever feasible, in writing at least two (2) work
days in advance of the day on which the interview or hearing is to be held,
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and a statement of the reason for the summons shall be attached, except where
an emergency is present or where considerations of confidentiality are
involved.
(b) Whenever such employee is summoned for an interview or hearing
for the record which may lead to disciplinary action, he or she shall be
entitled to be accompanied by a Union representative or a lawyer, and he or
she shall be informed of this right. If a statement is taken, he/she shall be.
entitled to a copy.
(c) Whenever possible. such hearings and interviews shall be held in
physical surroundings whi~ are conducive to privacy and confidentiality.
(d) The Section shall not affect current procedures of the Rew York
City Transit Police Department in connection with an investisation which may
lead to criminal charses.
ARTICLE XVII. WAGES
Durins the term of this Agreement, the Authority will grant to
employees in the titles subject to this Agreement such salary adjustments as
are granted by the City of New York to employees in the same titles.4
ARTICLE XVIII. MISCELLANEOUS WORKING CONDITIONS
The Authority agrees to provide adequate, clean, safe and sanitary working
conditions, in conformance with minimum standards of applicable law.
The Authority agrees, where other first-aid facilities are not available,
to maintain first-aid kits readily available to employees covered by this
Agreement. .
Where orientation kits are supplied to new employees, the Union will be
permitted to include in the kits Union literature, provided such literature is
first approved by the Department of Labor Relations of the Authority.
The Authority agrees to prepare a contingency plan for as~ignment of
handicapped employees during major failures of public transportation. Such
plan will be prepared after the Authority reviews similar plans prepared by'
City agencies.
ARTICLE XIX. UNION ROTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
The Authority agrees to make available to the Union copies of eXisting
departmental organization charts which contain references to titles
represented by the Union and which are prepared in accordance with Authority
budget procedures.
4. The Authoritv viII enforce the DrovisioDB of the Bev York CitY Office of
MuniclDal Labor Relations L.I.O. 84/1 with reSDect to 8ssi.nment levels.
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TIle Authority agrees that representatives of the Union shall upon request,
be imD1ediately informed, in vrltlna, of all vacant positions for employees
coverf!d by this Agreement.
TIle Authority agrees to furnish to the Union, once a year between March 15
and July 1, a listing of employees by Job Title Code, home address when
availuble, Social Security number and Department Code number, as of December
31st of the preceding year.
TIle duly certified Union Representative shall be notified in advance of
any change in job specifications in any title certified to such Union. Such
chang.! shall be posted in all affected departments for thirty (30) daya after
implementation.
ARTICLE XX. LABOR-MANAGEPIENT ARD HEALTH AIm SAFETY COMMIl'TEE.
There shall be established a joint Labor-Management and Health and Safety
Commi 1:tee composed of three Labor representatives and three Management
repre~;entatives. Union representative. ahall be designated from the Labor
Organ:lzation signatory to the Agreement. The Management representatives shall
be designated by the Assistant Vice President, Labor Relations.
TIle Committee shall meet at the request of either party on at least one
week'l; notice for the purpose of discussing Labor-Management and Health and
Safety problems and to make recommendations to the Authority. At least one
week :Inadvance of a meeting the party calling the meeting shall provide to
the other party a written agenda of the matters to be discussed. Matters
subjel:t to the grievance procedure shall not be appropriate items for
consideration by the Labor-Management Committee. One member of the committee
shall be designated to keep minutes for that meeting. A majority of the total
membe:~ship of the committee shall constitute a quorum. The committee shall
make recommendations in writing to the Authority for its approval.
ARTICLE XXI. MEDICAL DISABILITY AND DISQUALIFICATION
~lY employee who is required to take a medical examination by the
Autho:rity's Medical Department, to determine if he/she is physically capable
of performing in a reasonable manner the activities involved in hia/her Job,
and who is not found to be 80 capable, ahall, a8 far a. practicable, be
assig1~ed to in-title and related duties in the same title during the period of
his/h,er disability. If a suitable p08ition is not available, the Authority
shall offer him/her any available opportunity for transfer to another title
for ~~ich he/she may qualify by the change of title procedure followed by the
City Department of Personnel Director pursuant to Rule 6.1.1 of his/her Rules
or by noncompetitive examination offered pursuant to Rule 6.1.9 of said rules.
If such an employee has ten years or more of retir~ent system .emb~r.hip
service and Is considered permanently unable to perform in a reasonable manner
the activities involved in his/her job and no suitable in-title position is
available, he/she shall be referred to the lew York City Employees' Retirement
Syst~m and recommended for ordinary di.ability retirement.
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ART I CLE XXI I. AGENCY SHOP FEES
(a) Any employee appointed after the sianing of this Agreement who
chooses to join the Union or one of its affiliated locals shall indicate. in
writing, within thirty (30) days of the employee's appointment, on a form
approved by the Employer, that such employee chooses to join the Union or one
of its affiliated locals. On the first pay day following the employee's
appointment, an agency shop fee shall be deducted from the salary of employees
who do not choose to become members and from the aalary of employees whose
membership has not yet become effective.
(b) An employee, vho is a member or vho becomes a member in accordance
with paragraph (a) and aubsequently terminates auch membership, ahall have
deducted from his/her salary an agency shop fee. Such acency shop fee shall
be effective on the same date on which the Assistant Vice President, ~
Research and Beaotiations(Labor Relationa) gives effect to a revocation of
authorization for dues deduction.
(c) The agency shop fee for each employee covered by this Agreement shall
be deducted from hislher regular pay che~ and shall be in an amount equal to
the periodic dues levied by the appropriate affiliated local of the Union.
(d) The Union shall have the exclusive right to the deduction and
transmittal of. the agency shop fee. The Employer shall transmit, no later
than the first working date of the second month following the month in which
the agency shop fee has been collected, the total of such agency shop fees
collected less deduction of costs and the same rates as are provided for the
.check-off of membership dues.
.
.
(e) Changes in the amount of an agency shop fee deduction shall be
effective at the same times as is the practice vith changes in membership dues
deductions, but no' fewer times than the first payroll subsequent to January I
or July I following the date on which notice of such ehan&e is furnished as
provided in paragraph (f). Request for changes in the rate of agency shop fee
deductions shall be filed by the Union not less than tvo (2) months before
such effective date. However, subject to the approval of the Assistant Vice
President, Labor Researeh and Beaotiationa (Labor Relations), the Union may
request during other periodsof the year chanaes in the amount of agency shop
fee deductions to be effected not less than tvo (2) months after such request
is filed.
(f) Notices of changes in the amount of agency shop fee deductions must
be furnished by the Union to the Assistant Vice President, Labor Research and
Beaotiatlons (Labor Relations), together with the certified copies of any
resolution of the Union authorizing such change in amount of aaency shop fee
deductions, and certified copies of any instruments of such ehan&e necessary
or ordinarily required to be filed vith any governmental a,enci.:..
(g) Aaency shop fee deductions viii be applied to relular payrolls only.
(h) In cases of unearned salaries or vages of employees covered by this
Agreement refunded to appropriation accounts, and in cases of .alaries or
wages of employeescovered by this Agreement transferred to WURCLAIMED"
accounts, necessary adjustments in agency shop fee accounts viii be made by
recovery from available unpaid Union agency shop fee fund balances and
returned to the Controller.
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(i.) The Union shall refund to the employees any agency shop fees deducted
and transmitted to the Union for employees who are in titles or positions
which are not included in any collective bargainina unit or for employees in
titles or positions who do not have the right to bargain collectively.
(j) No assessments of any kind or nature will be collected through the
agency shop fee deduction.
(k) The Authority shall not be liable in the operation of the acency shop
fee de~duction8 for any ai8take or error of jUdament, and the Union shall Acree
in writina to hold the Authority harmles8 a.ailUlt any claim what80ever arisina
out of the deduction and transmittal of .aid agency shop fee to the Union.
(1.) In instances of employees earning insufficient compensation, agency
shop fee deductions will be considered last in a~ithmetic sequence; therefore,
where residual amount of pay after other deductions is less than the full
amount. of the agency shop fee deduction, no fractional amount of aaency .hop
fee de:ductions will be made nor carried over for deduction in any subsequent
payroll period.
(~I) The Union affi~s that it has established and is maintaining a
procedure which provides for the refund, to any employee demanding the same,
of any part of an agency shop fee which represents the employee's pro rata
share of expenditures by the Union in aid of activities or causes of a
political or ideological nature only incidentally related to terms and
conditions of employment. It is ~ressly agreed that in the event such
procedure is disestablished, then this Agreement, insofar as it relates to
agency shop fee deductions, shall be null and void.
(n) In the event that any provision of this Agreement is found to be
invalid, such invalidity shall not impair the validity and enforceability of
the remaining provisions of this Agreement.
(0) The Union shall assume the defense of, and hold the Authority
ha~less from and indemnify it against any loss, cost or expense resulting
from any claim, by whomever made, arising out of the use of agency shop fee
deductions transmitted to it by the Authority in accordance with this
Agreement, or out of a failure or refusal of the Union to comply with the
provisions hereof.
(p) Disputes relatina to agency shop fee deductions or to their use shall
not be arbitrable under this Agreement, nor shall they be subject to any
grievance procedure provided therein, except to the extent that the Authority
shall have failed or refused to aake such deductions and to transmit the same
to the Union as herein provided or the Union shall have failed or refused to
comply with the provisions hereof.
ARTICLE XXIII. TRAINING nnm.
A Trainina Fund contribution at the rate of twenty-five dollars ($25) per
annum shall be aade to the Communicationa Workers of America, Local 1180,
Education Trust Fund on behalf of each full time per annum incumbent in the
title of Principal Administrative Associate (Levels II and III) or predecessor
titles.
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The above contributions shall be ..de in accordance vith the provisions of
the Education Trust Fund Agreement.
ARTICLE XXIV CONTRACTING OUT
The union will be informed of "contracting out" or "farming out of
work" before final approval, whenever practicable, when such work involves
employees covered by this Agreement.
DTICLB XXV CITY-VIDE ISSUES
The oarties aaree to re-oOeD diseDssi0D8 on the follovina tooies should
the CitY effect eha~ures durilUt the t~ftI of this Aareement: leaye reRulations.
.eal allowances. ear .ileaRe allowance. eareer develooment. te~inal leave
1-'D-sUID oaYBIents. 8ssillrftIRentdifferentials. tiaelv oaYBIents. accrual of
oersonal leave day. child care orovisiODS. abilitY to arieve out-of-title
work. and temoerature conditions.
.DTICLE XXVI. DRUGS/CORTROI.t.'RD SUBSTAllCES AIID ALCOHOL POLICIES
The Authoritv's Policy InatructiODS. 6.0.3, and 6.9. concernina Druas and
Controlled Substances and Alcohol. resoectivelY. are hereby incoroorated into
and become Dart of this Aareement. The Druas and Controlled Substances Policy
is set forth in Aooendi.% A. T'he Alcohol Poliev is set forth in ADDendi.% B. .
The Union aarees that. if failure bv the Authoritv to COMoly with any
leaislation. enacted by either the federal or state aovernment. or anv
re2ulation. Dromul2ated by either the federal or state Rovernment. oertainina
to the use or DOssession of druRS. controlled substances. or alcohol. would
interfere with the Authoritv's ooerationa or its receiot of funds. the Onion
will a2ree to anv cbanpes in Policy Instructions 6.0.3. and 6.9 which would be
necessarY for the Authoritv's cGmoliance with the leaislatfon or reRulation.
This orovision ahall Dot orevent the Authority froa modifyina 8uch Policy
Instructions where any leRislation or reaulation Dertainina to the use or
DOssession of druas. controlled substances or alcohol does not allow the
Authority discretion as to imDle8entation. Parthel"8Ore. Dothina in this
Article shall orevent the Authoritv frOD 8Odifvin. such Poliey Instructions
based on oDerational necessity or other factors and oursuant to discussions
with theUnion. .
ARTICLE XXVII. ARRUITY PLAB
EmDlo~ees in titles reoresented bY the Union Cas listed in Article II of
the ARreement) shall have the oODOrtunity to oarticioate in a 457 Taz Deferred
AnnuitY Plan as allowed bv law. Such oooortunitv shall be .ade available as
soon as Dractical followina Union ratification and ~A Board aooroval.
ARTICLE XXVIII. ENTIRE AGREEMENT
1. This Agreement constitutes the 80le and entire existing Agreement
.between the parties, superseding all prior Agreements, oral and written.
2. Paragraph 1 does not preclude consideration of evidence as to an
established past practice by the Impartial Arbitrator who shall determine what
weight to attach to it in light of the other provisions of this Agreement.
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, Excepted from paragraph 1 above are those matters set forth in the
attached side letters, which are made part of this Agreement, and such others
subsequently agreed upon, in writing, by the Presidents of both parties.
ARTICLE XXIX. TERM OF AGREEMENI.
Except as otherwise herein provided and subject to the approval of the
Financial Control Board, this Agreement shall be effective July 1, l!I1
(1985) and shall continue in full force and effect until June 30, 1!il
(1988), except that those items which have been amended by this Agreement
which do not have specific implementation dates shall be effective the date
this Agreement is signed. Neaotiations for a new contract ahal1 beain 81xty
(60) days before the expiration date set forth herein.
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL ROT BECOME
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and
seals this day of
APPROVED AS TO FORM NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
By:
PeterBy:
Albert C. Cosenza
Ge;~eral Counsel
COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA
LOCAL 1180, AFL-CIO
BY;;~~ {}L£aX:
Arthur Cheliotes
)president,Local 1180
-------.
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SeDtember 1. 1989
Mr. Arthur Cheliotes
President
Communications'Workers of America, Local 1180
80 Pine Street
New York, R.Y. 10005
Dear Ms. Cheliotcs:
At the conclusion of the contract neaotiations, it was mutually
aareed between the parties that the following item would not be included in
the contract but would be set forth in a letter of understanding having the
same force and effect as if contained in the contract.
Where practicable, the Authority will provide notice to the Union.
where technological changes impact upon employee's working conditions
ninety days prior to implementation. However, in no case will that
notice be less than thirty days.
In addition, at tbe conclusion of previous contract negotiations, it
was mutually agreed between the parties tbat certain items would not be
included in the contract but would be set forth in letters of understanding.
These items are as follows:
FLEXTIME
The LaborlManagement Committee shall consider tb~ feasibility of
implementing flextime sCheduling in various departments or 8ubunits therof.
Where tbe Committee has dete~ined that such a schedule may be feasible,
recommendationa as to the terms of the schedule shall be submitted to the
Department Bead. The Department Bead shall have the sole right to accept the
recommendations, or make revisions thereto, or determine that flextime is not
..
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appropriate for his depart~ent. The decision of the Department Head
shall not be subject to review under Article VI of the contract.
URKING
Where feasible the Authority shall establish a procedure to permit
parking for employees when they are required to work overtime at locations
where parking facilities are available.
fAIRQLL DEDUCTIONS
Where deductions are to be made from an employee's paycheck, the
Union may request that the deductions be spread over more than one pay period.
This procedure shall be available to the Union only for employees who
have worked during the pay period covered by the paycheck from which the
deduction is being made.
Requests shall be considered in light of current Authority policy.
SECURITY
--
Issues concerning security at the Authority's Jay Street building may
be referred to the Labor/Management Committee.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
The Union and Management will not tolerate sexual harassment.
Complnints of sexual harassment shall be submitted to the Labor/Management
Committee for resolution.
Agreed. to:
/'/
C>_Ll6-'--c
{'{U-~
~rthuI Cheliotes
, Communications Workers of America
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Appendtx E-l
NEN YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
POLICY I INSTRUCTION
Subject
DRUGS AND CONTROLLED
Classtftcatlon
Admlntstrattve
Covers all
D.C. 37, csrG & CNA
Represented Employees
1.0 POLICY
1. 1
2.0 PURPOSE
2.1
It ts the poltcy of the Authority to operate and matntatn tts
transportatton factltttes tn a safe and efftclent .anner and to
provtdea safe work envtronment for Its passengers and
employees. Possess ton or the use of Drugs and Controlled
Substances that 8IY prevent an employee of the Authortty from
performing the duties .of hts/her Job safely andlor efftctently
Is prohlbtted. In addttton, tt ts the poltcy of the Authority
to provtde eltgtble employees the opportuntty to rehabtlttate
themselves by use of counseltng servtces as provtded tn thts
poltcy.
The purpose of thts PII ts to set forth poltcies and the
procedures concerning employee possesston or use of Controlled
Substances or Drugs, as deftned tn paragraph 4.0.
This P/l shall apply to all employees represented by D.C. 37,
AFSCHE tncludtng the Ctvtl Servtce Techntcal Gutld.
Authortty - For the purpose of thts PII shall mean the New York
Ctty Transit Authortty, Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit
Operattng Authortty andlor the South Brooklyn Rat 1way Company.
4. 1
4.0 DEFINITIONS
4.2
.1
Controlled .Substances - An! drug or substance ltsted tn Publtc
Health LawSect ton 3306, tncludtng but not ltmtted to martjuana(martjuana) , herotn, lSD, concentrated cannabts or cannabtnotds,
hashtsh or hash otl, 80rphtne or tts dertvattves, Mescaltne,
peyote, phencycltdene <angel dust), optum, optates, 8Ithadone,
cocatne, quaaludes, a8Phetamlnes, seconal, codetne,
phenobarbttal, or valtu8.
Drug - Any substance whtch requtres a prescrtptton or other
wrtttng from a ltcensed phystctan or denttst for tts use and
whtch ..y 'MPatr an t8ployee's abtltty to perform hts/her job or
whose use may pose a threat to the safety of others.
Effecttve
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NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
POLICY / INSTRUCTION
Classification Covers all
D.C. 37, CSTG & CWA
Represented EmployeesDRUGS AND CONTROLLED
AN
4.3
4.4
Administrat've
Marijuana- (Marijuana) - means all parts of the plant of the
genus Cannabis, whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the
res'n extracted fro. any part of the plant; and every compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixt~re, or preparation of the
plant, its seeds or resin. It does not 'nclude the ~ture
stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oil or cake
made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the
mature stalks (except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber,
011, or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant which is
incapable of germination.
Medical Authorization - A prescript'on or other writing from a
licensed physician or dentist for the use of a Drug in the
course of medical treatment, including the use of methadone in a
certified drug program.
5.0 REPORTING AND TESTING OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, DRUGS AND MARIJUANA
ReDortina
5.1
5.2
Each employee is under an affirmative obligation to report to
the Authority's medical department his/her use or possession of
any Controlled Substance or Drug. Each employee must also
report the use of any other drug or substance, whether or not
used pursuant to proper medical author'zation, which may impair
job performance or pose a hazard to the safety of others.
Questions concern'ng the effect of a Drug on performance should
be referred to the Authority's Med'cal Department.
Each employee shall provide evidence of .ed'cal author'zation
upon request. The fa' lure to report the use of such Drugs or
Controlled Substances to the Medical Department as described
in 5.1 above, or the failure to provide evidence of med1cal
authorizat'on upon request will resu:t in discipl\nary action
and may be 'deemed proper grounds for dismissal. The Med'cal
Department shall notify the emoloyee's Department Head as
appropriate.
L I . Page 2 Iof 10Effect've
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NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
POLICY I INSTRUCTION
Classification Covers all
D.C. 37, CSTG & CHA
Represented EmployeesAdministrative
Employees of the Authority classif1ed as safety sens1tive shall
subm1t to Drug/Controlled Substance screening testtng when
ordered to do so in the following circumstances:
5.3.1 Back-to-work physical following extended 1llness.
suspension or unauthorized absence, (21 or more days);
5.3.2 Periodic physic.'s as determ1ned by the Author1ty;
5.3.3 Physical exam1nat1ons for promot10n to a safety
sensit1ve posit1on;
5.3.4
,
When directed by members of supervision or management
where there is reasonable suspicion of drug use which
shall be defined as anyone of the following:
a) Post incident testing
An incident is an unusual occurrence or aberrant on
duty behav10r which may reasonab1y be explained as
resulting from the employee's use of drugs or
controlled substances.
b) Post accident testing
An accident is an unforeseeable event that can
reasonably be attributed to the employee's ~onduct
which results tn 1njury to a person including the
person to be tested or damage to a vehicle or
property.
c) Observed on-duty use or possess10n of Drugs or
Controlled Substances
d) Extreme changes 1n work.performance, attendance or
behavior where such .change is not reasonably
explained as resulting from causes other than use of
Drugs or Controlled Substances.
Effective
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ND CONTROLLED Administrative Represented Employees
STANCES
NE~ YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
POLICY I INSTRUCTI~
I
DRUG~U;
5.3.5 Whena Drug or Controlled Substance has been identified
in a prior test. and less than one year has elapsed
since the employee's successful completion of the EAP.
and. where applicable. the employee has been restored to
duty;
When supervision or management has reason to believe
that the employee is impaired by virtue of being under
the influence of alcohol, Controlled Substances.
including marijuana, Drugs or any other substance.
Employees of the Authority classified as non-safety sensitive
shall submit to Drug/Controlled Substance screening testing when
ordered to do so in the following circumstances:
5.3.6
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
Back-to-work physicals after unauthorized absences (21
or more days) or if the employee is returning to work
after having been previously identified as being drug
positive;
Biennial and/or annual periodic physicals;
(At the present time no titles represented by D.C. 37
are subject to periodic physicals.)
Physical examinations for promotion from a non-safety
sensitive to a safety sensitive title;
When directed by members of supervision or management
where there is reasonable suspicion of drug use which
shall be defined as anyone of the following:
a) Post incident testing
An incident is an unusual occurrence or aberrant on
duty behavior which may reasonably be explained as
resulting from the employee's use of drugs or
controlled substances.
l
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NEW YORK .CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
POLICY I INSTRUCTION
Subject Classif'cat'on Covers all
D.C. 37. CSTG & CWA
Represented EmployeesAdministrative
b) Post accident testing
An accident 1s an unforeseeable event that can
reasonably be attributed to the employee's conduct
which results 1n injury to a person includ1ng the
person to be tested or damage to a vehicle or
property.
c) Observed on-duty use or possession of Drugs or
Controlled Substances
5.4.5
d) Extreme changes in work performance. attendance or
behavior where such change 1s not reasonably
explained as resulting from causes other than use of
Drugs or Controlled Substances.
When a Drug or Controlled Substance has been identified
in a prior test, and less than one year has elapsed
since the employee's successful completion of the EAP.
and. where applicable. the employee has been restored to
duty;
,
5.4.6 .When supervision or management has reason to believe
that the employee is impaired by virtue of being under
the influence of alcohol, Controlled Substances.
including marijuana, Drugs or any other substance.
6.0 USE OR POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, DRUGS AND MARIJUANA
~e or Dossession of Controlled Substances. including mari1uana. and/or
Druas is strictly Droh1b1ted.
6.1 Except as set forth in paragraphs 6.4 - 6.12 inclusive. use or
possession of any Controlled Substance, as that term is defined
in Section 4.0, DEFINITIONS,1n violation of this P/I is
strictly prohibited and w1ll result in dismissal from service.
Use or possession of any Drug, as that term 1s defined in
Section 4.0, DEFINITIONS,In v1o)ation of this PII 1s strictly
prohibited and may result in dismissal from service.
I
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6.2
6.3
Refusal to ta~e such test(s) as provlded for under paragraph 5.3
herein will be deemed an admission of improper use of Controlled
Substances or Drugs and wlll result ln dismissal from service.
The provisions of Sectlon 9.0 shall not apply to employees
dismissed under this paragraph.
Any employee voluntarily reporting his/her use of Drugs or
Controlled Substances may be temporarily reassigned, transferred
or placed on a leave ln accordance with the Authority's
restricted duty policy.
6.4
Use of Mar1;uana
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
Use of mari;uana by Authority emc10yees at any time Is
crohib1ted.
When the testing is positive for marijuana and the employee has
less than one (1) year of service, he/she 1hill be dismissed.
The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to employees
dIsmissed under this paragraph.
When the testing is positive for marijuana for an employee with
one (1) or more years of service, the employee will be referred
to the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and will be requ1rec to
participate in counseling. Failure to participate in counseling
shall result in dismissal. The provlsions of Section 9.0 shall
not apply to employees dismissed under this paragraph. In the
event of an incident, the employee shall be disciplined for any
misconduct or improper performance relating to the incident
~. in accordance with existing rules, regulations and
policies of the Authority.
When the testing is positive for marijuana for an employee with
one (1) or more years of service, following an inc'dent that
resulted in harm or 'njury to any person, the employee shall be
dismissed. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to
employees dismissed under this paragraph.
Employees who are referred to EAP pursuant to paragraph 6.6
where EAP recommends, may be temporarily reassigned, placed on a
leave or transferred in accordance with the restricted duty
policy of the Authority.
L Effective Page 6 Iof 10
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6.9
6.10
6. 11
6. 12
Whenan employee is referred to EAP and EAP does not report that
the employee has satisfactor'ly met the requ'rements of the EAP
program the employee shall be dismissed. The provisions of
Section 9.0 shall not apply to employees d1sm1ssed under this
paragraph.
The EAPshall notify the employee's Department Head immed'ately
in all cases where an employee has fa1led to cooperate or
satisfactorily meet the requirements of the EAPprogram. Such
notification shall be
'n writing.
Employees covered by this P/I are covered by the provisions of
the Authority's restricted duty policy. However. where the EAP
does not certify that an employee is fit to perform the
essential duties of his/her title. following six months from the
initial positive test for marijuana. the employee shall be
dismissed. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to
employees dismissed under this paragraph.
If an employee has a second positive test for marijuana. such
employee shall be dismissed from the service and will not be
eligible for restoration under the provisiQns of Section 9.0.
except where the second positive test occurs two or more years
after successful completion of counseling as determined by EAP.
The foregoing with respect to restoration following a dismissal
may only be applied once (i.e.. any subsequent drug/controlled
substance/alcohol finding in any time frame wilt result in a
final dismissal).
7.0 PROCEDURES FOR MAKING BLOOD OR URINE
SAMPLES AVAILABLE FOR CONFIRMATION TESTING
Employees whose drug screening tests result in a positive finding shall
have the option of having the results confirmed outside of the
laboratories utilized by the Author,ty.
Whenan employee or his/her representat1ve requests that a ur1ne sample
or a frozen blood sample be sent for confirmation testing outside of the
laboratories util'zed by the Authority, the following procedure shall
app1y :
j
I
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7 . 1
7.2
7.3
7.4
i .5
7.6
7.7
The employee shall submit a written request to the Labor
Disputes Resolution Section of the Labor Relations Department
including the employee's name, pass number, the date on which
the samples were given. No such request will be honored if it
is not received in that office within three (3) weeKs from the
date the results of the initial tests are reported to th~
employee.
Requests for confirmation of test results can only be honored if
the employee chooses to give sufficient samples at the time of
the original examination.
The employee may choose to send his/her sample to anyone of the
laboratories that appear on a list which is maintained by the
Labor Disputes Resolution Section of the Labor Relations
Department. Where an employee chooses to send his/her sample to
a laboratory that does not appear on the above list, Section 7.7
shall not apply. However, the Authority shall receive a copy of
the laboratory test results.
The selected laboratory shall be responsible for the pick-up and
transport of the sample.
The selected laboratory shall fill out a chain of custody form
which will be submitted with the test results.
The employee shall be solely responsible for the cost of
transport and the cost of all laboratory tests requested. All
arrangements for payment shall be made by the employee with the
laboratory.
Laboratory test results shall be submitted to the Authority and
the employee. Hhere the initial results rendered by the
laboratory utilized by the Transit Authority are not confirmed,
the Authority will not proceed with disciplinary action for Drug
and/or Controlled Substance use.
8. 1
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM8.0
The Employee Assistance Program shall provide assistance to
employees who are referred to it as provided in this Pll, and to
those permanent employees who voluntarily wish to participate in
the EAP program.
L Effective Page 8 Iof 10
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8.2 EAPshal~ notify the employee.s Department Head or his designee
immediately in all cases where an employee has failed to
cooperate or satisfactorily meet the requirements of the EAP
program. Such notification shall be tn writtng.
Voluntary participation and cooperation in the EAPprogram will
not be cause for dismissal or d1scipltne and may not be used to
avoid disciplinary actton that would be otherwise appropriate
under the Authority.s rules and regulations.
8.3
8.4 Employees who are voluntarily participating in an EAP program
may, where said participation may affect job performance, be
.temporarily reassigned, transferred or placed on a leave in
accordance with the Authority's restricted duty policy. ,
8.5 Employees referred to EAP programs under the provisions of this
policy must comply in all respects with the directions and
program requirements of EAP or be subject to dismissal from
service. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to
employees dismissed under this paragraph.
9.0 RESTORATIONS
An employee who has been dismissed from service under this p01icy. .
except where the dismissal occurred while the employee was on probation
or where restoration is not available under this policy, will be
restored to duty if he or she (1) enrolls in a treatment program and
is certified by such program or other medical authority as being free
from use of Controlled Substances or Drugs as defined in Section 4.0 of
this policy; or (2) submits other medical proof that he or she is not
using Controlled Substances or Drugs as defined in Section 4.0 of this
policy, satisfactory to the Authority. Employees desiring to obtain
counseling or treatment in a program or under medical authority not
under the jurisdiction of the Authority must obtain Drior aDDroval to
use such treatment oroaram or medical authority. Treatment rendered
under such approved program or medical authority must be reviewed and
approved by the Authority.s Medical Department prior to a recommendation
of restoration to duty. Such program or medical authority must be
licensed by the State of NewYork or equivalent licensing authority.
.1
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9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
The restoration provisions of this policy 1nstruct1on are not
available to employees who are dismissed from service following
detection of use of Controlled Substances or Drugs through
testing precipitated by an incident which resulted 1n harm or
injury to any person.
In the absence of an 1nc1dent which resulted 1n harm or 1njury
to any person, employees who meet the requirements of Section
9.0 within the time limitations of paragraph 9.3 following the
first instance of a positive drug test or second 1nstance, to
the extent permitted by 9.3, shall be restored to duty. The
dismissal will be rescinded and the time elapsed since the
employee's dismissal until the day of restoration will be
registered as a suspension without pay.
SuCh restoration shall be considered no earlier than one (1)
month nor later than one (1) year following such dismissal. An
employee may be restored to duty under the provisions of this
section only once. A second positive test will result in a
final dismissal which will not be subject to such restoration,
except where the second positive test occurs two or more years
after successful completion of counseling as determined by EAP.
The foregoing with respect to restoration following a second
positive test may only be applied once (1.e., any subsequent
positive drug/controlled substance alcohol finding in any time
frame wi 11 res U 1 tin a fin a 1 d ism i s sa 1
)
.
An employee restored to duty under this provision will be
required to serve a one (1) year probationary term from the date
of his restoration and w',l be restored to duty with a warning,
final and absolute, that any derelictions in the year following
restoration will result in dismissal. Th's provision shall not
limit the Authority from dismissing an employee for cause after
the one year probationary period.
Employees dismissed for violating an Authority rule or
regulation other than that involving use or possession of
Controlled Substances and/or Drugs shall not be eligible for
restoration under this P/I.
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1.0 POLICY
1.1
2.0 PURPOSE
2.1
3.0 SCOPE
3.1
3.2
It is the policy of the Authority to operate and 'maintain its
transportation facilities in a safe and efficient manner and to
provide a safe environment for its passengers and employees.
Possession of an alcoholic beverage on Authority property or the
consumption of an alcoholic beverage while on duty or at any time
where there would be a threat of rendering an employee unfit to
perform the duties of his/her job safely and/or efficiently is
prohibited. In addition, it is the policy of the Authority to
provide eligible employees the opportunity to rehabilitate
themselves by use of counseling services as provided in this
policy. .
The purpose of this Authority PII is to set forth policies and
procedures concerning employee possession of alcoholic beverages
on Authority property and consumpti.on of an alcoholic beverage on
Authority property or at any time or place to the extent that
there would be a threat of rendering an employee unfit to perform
his/her duties.
This P/I shall apply to all CWA represented employees.
Authority - For the purpose of this P/I shall mean the New York
City Transit Authority, Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit
Operating Authority, Staten Island Rapid Transit Operating
Authority andlor the South Brooklyn Railway Company.
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4.1
4.0 DEFINITIONS
4.2
Unfit due to indulgence in an alcoholic beverage (a positive
finding) - A reading of .5 mgm/cc or greater by a blood alcohol
test or a refusal as per 5.2 below.
Property - For the purpose of this PII shall mean the property of
the New York City Transit Authority, Manhattan and Bronx Surface
Transit Operating Authority, Staten Island Rapid Transit Operating
Authority and/or the South Brooklyn Railway Company.
5.1
5.0 TESTING FOR USE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
5.2
E~ployees of the Authority shall submit to blood alcohol testing
in the following circumstances:
5.1.1 When directed by members of supervision or management
following any unusual incident that occurs while on duty;
5.1.2 ~~en supervision or management has reason to believe that
the employee is impaired.
Refusal to take such testes) shall be deemed an admission of being
unfit for duty and subject the empi;yee to immediate suspension
from duty and may be deemed grounds for dismissal.
6.1
6.0 CONS1MPTION OR POSSESSION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
When someone is found "UNFIT DUE TO INDULGENCE IN AN ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGE" (a positive finding) and the employee has less than one
(1) year of service, he/she shall be dismissed from service. The
provisions of Section 9.0 shall not apply to employees dismissed
under this paragraph.
Effective Page
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6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
When the blood alcohol finding is positive for an employee with
one (1) or more years of service, in the absence of any in-service
incident that resulted in harm or injury to any person, the
employee, in the first such instance, will be suspended from duty
for thirty (30) work days without pay. The employee will be
referred to the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and will be
required to participate in counseling. Where EAP recommends
restoration to full duty the employee shall be restored to duty
following examination by the Authority's Medical Services
Department, provided he/she has served the thirty (30) day
suspension period.
When the blood alcohol finding is positive for an employee with
one (1) or more years of servicej following an incident that
resulted in harm or injury to any person, the employee shall be
dismissed. The provisions of Section 9~0 shall not apply to
employees dismissed under this paragraph.
Employees covered by this P/~ are covered by the provisions of the
Authority's restricted duty policy. Employees who are referred to
EAP pursuant to paragraph 6.2 may, where EAP recommends, be
temporarily reassigned, placed on a leave or transferred in
accordance with the restricted duty policy of the Authority.
However, where the EAP does not certify that an employee is fit to
perfcrm full duty following one year from the initial positive
finding for alcohol, the employee shall be dismissed. The
provisions of paragraph 9.0 shall not apply to employees dismissed
under this paragraph.
Where an employee is suspended and referred to EAP pursuant to
paragraph 6.2 of this policy and EAP reports that the employee has
not satisfactorily met the requirements of the EAP program the
employee shall be dismissed. The provisions of Section 9.0 shall
not apply to employees dismissed under this paragraph.
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
POLICY/IRSTRUCTIOR
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6.6 If an employee has a second positive finding for alcohol such an
employee shall be dismissed.
6.7 Where an employee is found to be in possession of an alcoholic
beverage while on duty, the employee, in the first such instance,
shall be suspended from duty for thirty (30) work days without pay
and referred to EAP. If an employee is found to be in possession
of an alcoholic beverage while on duty in a second such instance,
the employee shall be dismissed.
6.8 An employee found in possession of en alcoholic beverage while on
duty, who previously was found or subsequently .~ found positive
for alcohol, shall be dismissed. An employee found positive for
alcohol and in possession of an alcoholic beverage, in the context
of the same factual circumstances, shall be subject to treatment
or penalty hereunder as if solely found positive for alcohol.
6.9 In any case wherein an employee has been found to be positive for
alcohol pursuant to paragraph 6.2 of this Policy/Instruction and
is subsequently detected as having used any controlled substance,
excluding marijuana, such employee shall be dismissed. The
provisio~s of paragraph 9.0 shall not apply to employees dismissed
~nder this paragraph, except where the second positive test occurs
two or more years after successful completion of counselling as
determined by EAP. The foregoing with respect to restoration
following a second positive test may only be applied once (i.e.
any subsequent positive drug/controlled substance/alcohol finding
in any time frame will result in a final dismissal).
6.10 In any case wherein an employee has been found to be positive for
alcohol pursuant to paragraph 6.2 of this Policy/Instruction and
had previously been detected as having used any controlled
substance, excluding marijuana, such employee shall be dismissed.
The provisions of paragraph 9.0 shall not apply to employees
dismissed under this paragraph, except where the second positive
test occurs two'or more years after successful completion of
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6.10 counselling as determined by !AP. The foregoing with respect to
restoration following a second positive test may only be applied
once (i.e. any subsequent positive drug/controlled
substance/alcohol finding in any time frame will result in a final
dismissal).
6.11 A combination of two positive findings, one for marijuana and one
for alcohol, shall be treated like two positive alcohol findings
(See 6.6).
7.0 PROCEDURES FOR MAKING BLOOD SAMPLES AVAILABLE FOR CONFIRMATION TESTING
,
7.1 Employees whose blood alcohol tests result in a positive finding
shall have the option of having the results confirmed outside of
the laboratories utilized by the Authority.
7.2 When an employee or his/her representative requests that a frozen
blood sample be sent for confirmation testing outside of the
laboratories utilized by the Authority, the following procedure
shall apply:
7.2.1 The employee shall. submit a written request to the Labor
Disputes Resolution Section of the Labor Relations
Department including the employee's name, pass number and
the date on which the samples were given. No such
request will be honored if it is not received in that
office within three (3) weeks from the date the results
of the initial tests are reported to the employee.
Requests for confirmation of test results can only be
honored if the employee chooses to give sufficient
samples at the time the sample Is given.
Effective Page
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7.2.2
7.2.3
7.2.4
7.2.5
7.2.6
7.2.7
The employee may choose to send his/her sample to anyone
of the laboratories that appear on a list which is
maintained by the Labor Disputes Resolution Section of
the Labor Relations Department.
The selected laboratory shall be responsible for the
pick-up and transport of the sample.
The selected laboratory shall fill out a chain of custody
form which will be submitted with the test results to the
Authority.
The employee shall be solely responsible for the cost of
transport and the cost of all laboratory tests
requested. All arrangements for payment shall be made by
the employee with the laboratory.
Laboratory test results shall be submitted to the
Authority and the employee. Where the positive results
rendered by the first laboratory are not confirmed by the
second laboratory, the Authority will not proceed with
disciplinary action for being unfit due to indulgence in
an alcoholic beverage.
Where an employee chooses to send his/her sample to a
laboratory that does not appear on the above list,
Section 7.2.6 shall not apply. However, the Authority
shall receive a copy of the laboratory test results.
8.1
8.0 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
The Employee Assistance Program shall provide assistance to
employees who are referred to it as provided in this PlIo The EAP
program will continue to service volunteers.
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8.2
8.3
EAP shall notify the employee's Department Read or his designee
immediately in all cases where an employee has failed to cooperate
or satisfactorily meet the requirements of the EAP program. Such
notification shall be in writing.
Employees referred to EAP
policy must comply in all
requirements of EAP or be
provisions of Section 9.0
under this paragraph.
programs under the provision of this
respects with the directions and program
subject to dismissal from service. The
shall not apply to employees dismissed
9.1
9.0 RESTORATIONS .
An employee who has been dismissed from service under this policy,
except where the dismissal occurred while the employee was on
probation or where restoration is not available under this policy,
will be restored to duty pursuant to the terms of this policy if
he or she (1) enrolls in a treatment program and is certified by
such program or other medical authority as being free from mis-use
of alcoholic beverages, controlled substances or drugs; or (2)
submits other medical proof satisfactory to the Authority that he
or she is not mis-using alcoholic beverages, controlled substances
or drugs. Employees desiring to obtain counseling or treatment in
a program or under medical authority not under the jcrisdiction of
the Authority must obtain Drior aDDroval to use such treatment
Dro~ram or medical authority. Treatment rendered under such
approved program or medical authority must be reviewed and
approved by the Authority's Medical Department prior to a
recommendation of restoration to duty. Such program or medical
authority must be licensed by the State of Rew York or equivalent
licensing authority.
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
The restoration provisions of this policy instruction are not
available to emplQyees who are dismissed from servic~ following
detection of use of alcohol through testing precipitated by an
incident which resulted in harm or injury to any person.
In the absence of an incident which resulted in harm or injury to
any person, employees who meet the requirements of Section 9.0
within the time limitations of paragraph 9.4 following the first
dismissal for a positive finding (see paragraph 6.6, 6.7, 6.8,
6.11) shall be restored to duty. The dismissal will be rescinded
and the time elapsed since the employee's dismissal until the day
of restoration will be registered as a suspension without pay.
Such restoration shall be considered no earlier than one (1) month
nor later than one (1) year following such dismissal. An employee
may be restored to duty under the provision of this section only
once. A second dismissal will be final and will not be subject to
such restoration.
A~ employee restored to duty under this provision will be required
to serve a one (1) year probationary term from the date of
restoration and will be restored to duty with a warning, final and
absolute, that any derelictions in the year following restoration
.ill result in dismissal. This provision shall not Jimit the
Authority from dismissing an employee for cause after the one year
probationary period.
E~ployees dismissed for violating an Authority rule or regulation
other than that involving use or possession of alcoholic beverages
shall not be eligible for restoration under this P/I.
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